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Each month we’ll bring you three card ideas, made using one bargain
item and your basic craft stash. This month, Jo Nevill gets creative with 

festive-patterned papers to craft these seasonal designs

Merry makes

Shopping list
Die-cutting machine, circle

dies, sentiment die, white and
coloured card, patterned

papers, silver, red and gold
glitter card, gold thread, glitter

glue, sequins, black ink pad,
gold ribbon, gold marker pen
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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The ThriftyCrafter

Die cut circles from patterned papers to
create your own wreath in this festive design

1 Score and fold white card to
create a 128mm square base.
Draw a border around a 115mm
square of white card with a gold
marker pen. Layer onto red card 
then attach to the base.

2 Cut eight small circles from
di�erent festive-patterned
papers. Arrange the die-cut 

circles in a circle and attach to
the base with double-sided tape.

3 Trim a sentiment from
patterned paper and attach to
the right-hand side of the base
with foam pads. Add sequins to
the die-cut circles. Tie a bow from
a piece of gold ribbon and attach
to the top of the base, to finish.

Merry & �ight

Tear strips of patterned papers and layer
together to create trees, stars and more

1 Score and fold white card to
create a 128mm square base. 
Layer a 115mm square of
woodgrain-patterned paper onto
a larger square of green card and 
attach to the base.

2 Cut six 32mm-wide strips of
patterned papers. Tear the ends
of each strip to create di�erent
lengths. Distress the torn edges 

with brown ink and attach to the
base to create a tree shape. Cut
a star from card and cover with
gold glitter glue. Add to the base.

3 Add sequins to the base. Trim a
sentiment from patterned paper,
layer onto gold glitter card and
attach to the base. Die cut a
sentiment from red glitter card
and attach to the base, to finish.

Joy to the w�ld

Cut patterned papers into squares and wrap
with thread or ribbon to create paper presents

1 Trim white card to measure
115mm square and layer onto a
123mm square of red card. Attach
to a 128mm square white base.

2 Trim spotty paper to measure
116x21mm, layer onto silver glitter
card and attach to the base. Trim
two sentiments from patterned 

paper and attach to the base with 
foam pads, as shown.

3 Cut three 38mm squares of
di�erent patterned papers. Wrap
gold thread around each of the
squares and tie into a bow. Attach
the three presents to the base 
using foam pads, to finish.

December delights



Looking for challenges and new ideas? Then log on
and join us at www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com

TheHub
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Facebook
Like us on Facebook to keep up with our crafty news, take part in
competitions to win fantastic prizes, share ideas and meet fellow 
cardmakers www.facebook.com/cardmakingmag

Chat
On Facebook, we’ve been

talking about your favourite 

Christmas colours 

My favourites are red, gold and
green because I am a traditional
girl at heart and they remind me
of sitting in front of a cosy fire,
with the tree lights twinkling,

watching the snow fall outside. 
Jo Crafty

I love silver and white because
it reminds me of snow and

Christmas glitz!

Michelle Lisa Rebec

I like using pink, white and
silver with lots of glitter and
sparkles. I love these colours

because they look so different. 

Kathryn Denton

Facebook fun
We love hearing the reasons behind a handmade card and, 

happily for us, there are lots of lovely shares on the

Cardmaking & Papercraft Facebook page. Well done to

Angie Taylor Petty for making such a stunning pop-up box

card for a 99th birthday – a posy of blooms bursts out of a

coral pink box in this gorgeous make. Meanwhile, Dawn

Udall-Menage created a stunning die-cut butterfly card with

acetate and pearls for a lucky friend’s birthday and Kriszta

Molnar has been stirring the craft cauldron to magic up a fun 

collection of Halloween cards – spooky!

Check out our Facebook page for weekly 

challenges, projects and more!

Pin your
makes
Visit our Pinterest page at
pinterest.com/cmpcmag

2020isjustaroundthecornersohotfoot

itonovertoCardmaking&Papercraft's

Pinterestaccountforsomemust-make 

papercraft calendar inspiration!

Pop-up stars leap out of this exciting make
with a dynamic sentiment by @craftyaggy

Happy Thanksgiving everyone! Celebrate with

@everydayengineered’s autumn colours card

Designed by
www.gl�iascra�s.blogspot.com

Designed by Crafter’s 
Companion

Designed by www.findingtimetocreate.com

Instagram
your makes

Angie Taylor Petty’s pretty 

pop-up box card



Follow
@cardmakingmag

Pin
www.pinterest.com/ 
cmpcmag

Like
www.facebook.com/ 
cardmakingmag

Tweet
@cardmaking_mag

Watch
www.youtube.com/
cardmakingmag

Digital news
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Blog & We�site

Each issue, we
show you the
best websites

to visit for plenty
of cardmaking

inspiration

WhyweloveModPodgeRocks…
ForallModPodgeanddécoupagefans,the

Modpodgerocksblogisagreatresourcethat’schock
fullof irresistibleprojectideasforbeginners,aswellas

tonsofinspirationforseasonedModpodgers.From
comicbookcoasterstobutterflydecos,thereareideas

for everyoneonthishandywebsite–you’llbeglued!

WhyweloveWashiTapeCrafts…
If, likeus,youcan’tresistaprettywashitapepattern
andyou’vebuiltupquitethecollectioninyourstash,

thendispenseyourfavesoncoolChristmascard
ideasandprettypapercraftmakesfrombookmarks

to doorhangers,withthehelpofthiswonderful 
website for all things washi!

www.modpodgerocksblog.com www.washitapecrafts.com 

APPS TO GO!
Now you can take your copy
of Cardmaking & Papercraft

with you wherever you go

The amazing Cardmaking
& Papercraft digital edition is available

on iTunes and Google play, and via
Amazon on Kindle Fire. Buy single
issues or subscribe for amazing

discounts. It’s your exciting pocket-
sized inspiration!

Sabera’s snowy
card is magical

Enter our online

cardmaking
challenge!

This month, we were inspired by the wintry corner
easel cards from issue 201’s Masterclass and we

couldn’t wait to see your own snowy designs. There
were lots of fabulously seasonal designs to choose
from, but we fell in love with Sabera Lee’s delicate

die-cut scene. The embossed border and fussy-cut
trees remind us of a magical winter woodland, and the

stamped sentiment and ribbon bows are great 
finishing touches! Well done, Sabera! 

To download visit
www.cardmakingandpapercraft.
com/download/facebook-jolly-

christmas-designer-papers 

FREE

DESIGNER

PAPERS
Use these festive papers

for last-minute Christmas 
cards!

of the
month

Take
us with

you!

Download
for free
from www.cardmakingandpaper craft.com



Templates

Photocopy and cut out these templates, or download and
print them from our website to make this issue’s projects

Templates Download
for free
from www.cardmakingandpaper craft.com

Brother advertorial p42
Trace or photocopy the templates at
100% (actual size) to make Angela 
Dodson’s pop-out card
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CUT 4

FLOWER FOR

WRAP BAND 

CUT 2

POP UP FLOWER

CUT 7

CUT 2



Templates
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CUT

MOUNTAIN FOLD

VALLEY FOLD

5 ways with... p73
Trace or photocopy the templates  
at 133% to create Martina
Murray’s gift card envelope
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Templates
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5 ways with... p72
Trace or photocopy the templates  
at 133% to create Martina
Murray’s pop-up box card

CUT

SCORE AND CUT

SCORE



Templates
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Cover gift p8
Trace or photocopy the templates at

133% to make Julie Gibbs’ cosy
cottage stepper card
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Templates
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Cover gift p7
Trace or photocopy the templates at

133% to make Julie Gibbs’ cosy
cottage double Z-fold card
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Templates

Quick makes p69
Trace or photocopy the templates at

200% (actual size) to make Lisa
Plummer’s envelope card
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Back issues

For UK back issues send this coupon (or a copy) to:
Cardmaking & Papercraft, PO Box 3320,
3 Queensbridge, Northampton NN4 7BF 

Overseas pricing for back issues:
Europe £9.35 and rest of world £9.99. Prices for slip cases are: Europe £10.99 and rest of
world £12.99. All prices include P&P. Buy at www.buysubscriptions.com/cardbackissues
or www.buysubscriptions.com/cardbinder. Alternatively, send to Overseas Back Issues, 
Cardmaking & Papercraft, PO Box 3320, 3 Queensbridge, Northampton NN4 7BF,  
United Kingdom.

Issue 202
Christmas
Have the craftiest Yuletide ever
with the Christmas issue of
Cardmaking & Papercraft!
Create gorgeous scenes with
stamps from Sue Wilson, try
your hand at star easel cards
and treat your loved ones to an
Advent calendar book. You’ll
also find cards for a baby’s first
Christmas, ideas with baker’s 
twine and festive layered
embossed designs that will
wow your friends and family. 
There are bonus papers
inspired by vintage gift wrap,
too – you won’t want to miss it!

Back issues & storage
Missed an issue? Complete your Cardmaking & Papercraft collection 
with these back issues and buy a handy slip case to keep them in

Get organised
Each slip case can hold a year’s worth of
magazines (13 issues) and ensures your
growing collection remains in perfect 
condition for future reference.
To order slip cases, please visit

www.buysubscriptions.com/

cardbinder

BACK ISSUES ORDER FORM
Your details (please print clearly)

Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss    Name    

Address

                                                                         Postcode

Country

Tel number (in case of queries)    

Email address 

Please choose from two easy ways to pay:

1 n I enclose a cheque made payable to Immediate Media Company Bristol Ltd
(Please write your name and address on the back of the cheque)

2 Please debit my n Visa n MasterCard   

Card number

nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

Valid from nn / nn Expiry date nn / nn Issue number n

Signature                                                                                        Date

KEEP IN TOUCH
Cardmaking and Papercraft (published by Immediate Media Company Limited) would like to send you updates, special offers and promotions 
by email. You can unsubscribe at any time.

Please tick here if you would like to receive these [ ]

We would also like to keep in touch by post and telephone about other relevant offers and promotions from Immediate Media. If you do not wish
to be contacted this way please tick here post [ ] phone [ ]. For more information about how to change the way we contact you, and how we 
hold your personal information, please see our privacy policy, which can be viewed online at www.immediate.co.uk/privacy-policy

Item Price Issue(s) Qty Total  

Slip case £8.99 £

Back issues £7.99 £

Grand total                £

(Print edition only)

PLUS… Craft rustic
woodland scenes with
the Holly jolly Christmas 
stamp and die set

Lines open weekdays
8am to 6pm and
Saturday 9am to 1pm

ORDER NOW
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www.buysubscriptions.com/cardbackissues

  03330 162 132

Issue 196
YOURGIFT:DovecraftFairy

Tales toppers and papers

Issue 197
YOURGIFT:GeminiMandala

Patchwork dies plus papers

84 www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com92 www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com

Issue 198
YOURGIFT:SummerMeadow 

stamp and die set

Issue 199
YOURGIFT:AutumnWonder

stamp, emboss and paper set

Issue 200
YOURGIFT:ChristmasCuties

stamps and snow globe die

Issue 201
YOURGIFT:TheNutcracker

cardmaking collection

Yourcovergift!
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Start your shopping here, with the help of our handy list of
all the stockists in this issue of Cardmaking & Papercraft

Where to buy

Altenew

www.altenew.com

American Crafts

www.americancrafts.com

Buddly Crafts

www.buddlycrafts.com

Charmed Cards & Crafts

www.charmedcardsandcrafts.co.uk

Clearly Besotted

www.clearlybesottedstamps.com

Craft Consortium

www.craftconsortium.com

Craftelier

www.craftelier.com

Crafter’s Companion

www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

Craftie Charlie

www.craftie-charlie.co.uk

Crafts 4 Less

www.crafts4less.co.uk

Crafty Devils Papercraft

www.craftydevilspapercraft.co.uk

Creative Crafting World

www.creativecraftingworld.co.uk

Creative Expressions

www.creative-expressions.uk.com

Debbi Moore Designs

www.debbimoore.co.uk

docrafts

www.docrafts.com

Emerald Crafts

www.emeraldcrafts.co.uk

English Stamp Company 

www.englishstamp.com 

Etsy

www.etsy.com/uk

Graphic 45

www.g45papers.com

Heartfelt Creations

www.heartfeltcreations.us

Heffy Doodle

www.heffydoodle.com

Hero Arts

www.heroarts.com

Hey Little Magpie

www.heylittlemagpie.com

Hixxysoft

www.hixxysoft.com

Hobby Art

www.hobbyartstamps.com

Hobbycraft

www.hobbycraft.co.uk

Hunkydory Crafts

www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk

Joanna Sheen

www.joannasheen.com

Kaisercraft

www.kaisercraft.com.au

Lawn Fawn

www.lawnfawn.com

Lili of the Valley

www.etsy.com/uk/shop/LotvDigiShop

Mama Makes

www.mamamakesstore.co.uk

Merly Impressions

www.merlyimpressions.co.uk

My Favorite Things

www.mftstamps.com

Ranger Ink

www.rangerink.com

Rex London

www.rexlondon.com

Seven Hills Crafts

www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

Sizzix

www.sizzix.co.uk

Spellbinders

www.spellbinderspaperarts.com

Splash Crafts

www.splashcrafts.com

Stampin’ Up!

www.stampinup.com

StickerKitten

www.stickerkitten.co.uk

The Range

www.therange.co.uk

Tonic Studios

www.tonic-studios.co.uk

Trimcraft

www.thecraftblog.com



Send your letters and good quality photos to:
Dear Hayley, Cardmaking & Papercraft,

Eagle House, Colston Avenue, Bristol BS1 4ST

Or you can email the team at
writetous@cardmakingandpapercraft.com 

and share your latest
designs…

W�ite
to us

From die-cutting to découpage – if you’re
new to the cardmaking world you might 
be wondering what it all means...

Glossary

Acetate A thin transparent film
used commonly in papercraft.

Aperture An aperture is a shaped
hole cut from the front of a base card.

Bone folder A tool used to make
a neat, sharp crease in paper or card.

Découpage There are two very
di�erent découpage techniques. The
first is the art of creating a 3D image
from paper layers. The smaller parts
of a repeated image are cut out and
layered on top of the original image
with foam pads. The second is when
pieces of découpage paper are used
to cover an object, usually using
watered-down PVA glue or Mod Podge.

Die-cutting A die-cutting machine
cuts out shapes from paper or card.
The machine sandwiches metal dies
(templates) over your chosen card,
which is then fed through a roller by
turning a handle on the machine.

Distressing A technique where
card or paper is distressed with a tool
to create a rough-edged, aged finish.

Distress Inks These water-based
inks from Ranger can be used to give
a distressed look to your card edges.

Embossing This technique adds
a raised image, pattern or greeting. It
is often done by hand using a stencil
or board with an embossing tool.

Embossing folder This plastic
folder has a raised design on one side
and an indented design on the other.
Place card inside the folder and run
through a die-cutting machine using 
the correct plates to emboss.

Faux stitching This involves using
a fineline pen to imitate stitches by 
drawing lines.

Fussy cutting In papercraft, this
means using scissors to cut out an
image or motif from patterned paper.

Gel press plates Soft plates
made from durable gel that capture 
fine textures from paint or ink.

Glossy Accents A clear,
three-dimensional gloss made by
Ranger. Use it to accent and protect 
distinct areas of your projects.

Heat embossing This technique 
creates a shiny, raised e�ect on
a stamped image. Stamp using
a slow-drying ink such as VersaMark,
sprinkle over with embossing powder
and tap o� the excess before gently 
heating with a heat tool.

Iris folding This involves building
up an image using folded strips of
paper. It’s a great way to use up any 
paper scraps.

Kraft card This is light brown,
usually recycled, card that is used for 
layering with backing papers.

Masking This involves covering an
area of card (often with a Post-it note)
before stamping or colouring so that
the colour or image underneath the 
area is una�ected.

Punches These are used to punch
out shapes to decorate cards. There
is a huge variety available, including
border punches and nesting punches.

Shaker card A shaker card is
a type of card that has a clear window
which is filled with various beads and/
or glitter. The card can then be shaken 
to see the embellishments move.

Foam pads These are tiny, sticky
fixers used to give a 3D e�ect when
attaching panels to a base card, or 
between layers of découpage.

VersaMark ink A thick, clear ink
that dries slowly, which is used in
stamping and heat embossing.

Vellum A translucent or semi-
translucent parchment paper.

37,064
1st Jan to 31st Dec 2013
A member of the Audit
Bureau of Circulations
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Prize crossword

Fun and games
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3 4 5

9

7

Solve the clues then rearrange the letters in the
shaded squares to spell a fluffy embellishment (6)

Across
1 Not often (6)

4 Sign of a�ection (4)

6 Grade or score (6)

7 Five cent coin (6)

8 Breakfast cereal containing oats, nuts, and fruit (6)

11 Bring goods into a country for sale (6)

14 Outdoor meal (6)

15 Extra performance due to enthusiastic applause (6)

16 Celebrity (4)

17 Prickly (6)

Down
1 Play a guitar (5)

2 Measure of liquid volume (5)

3 Splendid (11)

4 Tomato sauce (7)

5 More sheer and di�cult to climb (7)

9 Placed vertically (7)

10 Walk in a slow relaxed way (7)

12 Unpleasant smell (5)

13 Very small (5)

ISSUE 201 ANSWERS:
Across: 1 Swift, 4 Liner,

7 Witty, 8 Alpaca, 10 Clogs,

12 Key, 13 Shire, 14 Drench,

16 Doubt, 18 Tweed, 19 Shake

Down: 2 Wall, 3 Teacake,

4 Low, 5 Nitrogen, 6 Ray,

8 Axis, 9 Pedicure,

10 Cypress, 11 Sigh, 15 Cask, 

16 Dot, 17 Tad

Winning answer:  
POKEY TOOL

OW TO ENTER:
g on to our website at

ww.cardmakingandpapercraft.com
r, to enter by post, send your name,

dress and answer on the back of

postcard to: Prize Crossword 203,
ardmaking & Papercraft,

mediate Media, Eagle House,
olston Avenue, Bristol BS1 4ST
he competition closing date is

d January 2019. See p23 for

full terms and conditions of entry.

Boost your Christmas cardmaking with a designer bundle of p rs

from the First Edition range at Trimcraft. With the traditional f ve

florals of Winter Rose, modern gold and silver prints in White C tmas

and cute, whimsical designs of Believe in Magic, there’s every of

style here so you can make a wide variety of festive cards and

ahead with your Christmas crafting. We have five bundles of these

three 6x6 patterned pads up for grabs, so solve the clues and get your 

entry in today! For more information on Trimcraft and to see their

latest range of products, visit www.thecraftblog.com

Five exciting
bundles to win!

Worth

£23!

Entertoday andyou could be awinner!  
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16-piece stamp set

8 adorable papers

1 pawprint border 
embossing folder

Next month inJanuary

issu
e on sale

19
th

 D
ecember

Plus 
Six delightful ideas to 
make with your gift!
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Pawfect pals  
cardmaking 

collection

Your cover 
gift* includes

YOUR 
COVER 
GIFT!
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To subscribe today 
call 03330 162 132
**UK print subscription only. Terms & conditions apply, see p40

16 quick and easy all-occasions cards

Gift love with our Valentine calendar 

Craft a spring bouquet with watercolour markers

16 
Co�ee 

couture
bonus  
papers

Knowhow stamping

Quick makes

Knowhow technique

F� the weekend

Colourful ideas with Glimmer Mist inks Tri-fold shutter cards with Kaisercraft

Mastercla�

Save 
a whopping 
50% on your  
first 6 issues
when you
 subscribe*



H
ow has the crafting world changed 
since inventing your first product, the 
Enveloper scoring tool?

The craft industry has moved on hugely since  
I launched the Enveloper onto the market back 
in 2005. Back then, few people owned a 
die-cutting machine – CD-ROMs, découpage 
sheets and stamps were the craft supplies 
everyone spent their money on! The explosion 
in the popularity of dies and embossing folders 
has completely changed the landscape of the 
craft industry. The new techniques that crafters
can now achieve are just phenomenal.   

Crafter’s Companion recently hit the 200 staff 
mark. Did you ever dream your crafting 
business would grow so big?
I had no idea, when starting my business in my 
university bedroom, that the business would 
grow as quickly as it has. I knew I had a great 
idea and that there was an appetite for it in the 
craft industry, but the huge success of Crafter’s 
Companion has been down to a lot of hard 
work by a lot of people – I still have to pinch 
myself at the things we’ve achieved!

What’s been your favourite product or 
collection you’ve ever designed or worked on?
I love designing all my Signature ranges – from 
the first theme or style idea through to the 
design process, refinement of which items we’ll 
include in the collection and the finished 
article – it’s such an enjoyable process.
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This month, we chat to crafting entrepreneur Sara Davies 
about her crafting background, her favourite products from 
over the years and what’s next for Crafter’s Companion…

Can you tell us about any exciting new products 
that you have in the pipeline?
We have been working hard on some new 
sewing products that are hitting the shelves this 
month, including the Gemini Stitch Pro 
sewing machine, which I can’t wait to try out! 
There are also some gorgeous new concept dies 
for the FoilPress machine, and our new 
double-sided die, of course. The double-sided 
dies have been a really exciting development for 
us, as they’re such new and innovative products.

We love your Facebook Live and Create and 
Craft appearances – what do you enjoy most 
about presenting on screen?
I love sharing my ideas and techniques with the 
viewers, as you can probably tell by how 
excitable I get! I’m so passionate about the 
products, so I love being able to show what they 
can do and inspiring fellow crafters. I love the 
instant gratification of being able to speak to 
viewers and answer questions on my Facebook 
Live feeds and during Create and Craft demos 
– seeing their excitement for the products 
makes it all the more rewarding!

What’s it been like expanding the 
brand into the US?
I’ve loved working with 
the team at the HSN 
hopping channel to 

bring my products over 
o US audiences in the 
ast few years. The 

reaction we’ve received 
rom crafters across the 
ond has been 
henomenal, it’s blown 
e away. It can be quite 

iring, as you’re travelling to 
the studios, setting up for 
the quick turnaround 

required for the demos all in the space of
a few days. But I have a great team who 
come with me to help and we’ve nailed the 
routine! We also set up a US arm of the 
business a few years ago, which has 
expanded and recently moved to a new, 
larger office space in Corona, California.

Do you have any business heroes?
My TV colleague, Deborah Meaden,  
is a pretty formidable and inspirational 
force, she’s definitely one of my business 
heroes. I admire all the talented people who 
run businesses in the craft industry – there’s 
a level of support and friendliness that you 
wouldn’t find elsewhere.  

What’s been your career highlight so far?
Receiving an MBE from Prince William 
has to be up there as one of the most surreal 
and unforgettable moments of my career. 
Seeing the first Crafter’s Companion store 
up and running was a big highlight, too!

Where do you see the brand in five years?
My dream is for Crafter’s Companion to be 
at the forefront of innovation in the crafting 
industry, for us to keep inspiring crafters, 
helping beginners hone their skills and 
creating jobs here in the North East. 

“Crafter’s Companion’s success has 
been down to a lot of hard work by 
lots of people – I still have to pinch 

myself at what we’ve achieved!”

Sara recently held lots of events
across her stores to celebrate
Crafter’s 14th birthday!

Sara receiving her MBE
from Prince William in 2016

Sara Davies

The last w�d with…

You can discover all the 
latest products and 
launches from Sara and 
the team over at  
www.crafterscompanion.
co.uk
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Hayley Hawes

Editor

Welcome
  to the December issue

T 
his issue, we’re having so much fun crafting 

with our wonderful Cottage for all seasons 

stamp and die set. It’s perfect for creating a 

wintry scene for last-minute Christmas cards, but

with a range of different designs to mix and 

match, you can be sure that you’ll get lots of use 

out of the set the whole year round! For some 

exciting projects using your gift, turn to p6. 

If you’re looking for new ideas to finish off your 

Christmas crafting, we have plenty of inspiration 

for you. From gilded 3D embossed cards on p58, 

and vibrant border stamped ideas on p26, to fun

aperture spinner cards on p10, there’s plenty here

to keep you busy until the big day!

This issue we also announce the winners of our

annual Cardmaker of the Year competition, so

make sure you check that out on p74.

Have a fabulous festive season, everyone!

Robert

Senior Art Editor

“My children love to make thank
you cards to send to relatives
after Christmas, so we’re going
to have a go at this fun design.”

Katriel

Sub Editor

“I’ve had so much fun recreating
these aperture spinner cards
they’re surprisingly easy to make,
and look so impressive.”

Emma

Deputy Art Editor

“There are several winter
birthdays in my family, so these 
sweet seasonal birthday cards 
are just what I need!”

Thomas

Senior Production Editor

“I’m going to make this stunning
Scandi star to give to my parents
for Christmas it’ll look perfect
on their porch door.”

p58

p26

For free downloads, tips and many more cardmaking ideas, visit 
www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com

Our �omise

Y The very best techniques, 
with detailed step-by-steps

Y  Essential advice and 
knowhow from the UK’s 

top experts

  
Y Gorgeous card ideas from 

all your favourite designers

Y  A fantastic cover gift with 
every issue

Meet the team!

p6
Make a fabulous country
cottage scene for all seasons!

Add a luxurious touch to your 
cards with gilded embossing

Mix up your Christmas palette 
with vibrant pinks and lime! 
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Home
sweet home
Craft heartwarming scenes for every 

season with your cottage die and 
stamp set. By Julie Gibbs

Your cover gift

Shopping list
Die-cutting machine, oval and circle 
dies, scalloped circle die, white and 
coloured card, patterned papers, 
ProMarkers, coloured ink pads, 

VersaFine ink, embossing powders, 
heat tool, ribbon, adhesive pearls, 

bone folder, snowflake, leaf and 
heart punches, white gel pen, 

 star sequin, gems 
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Stamp and die cut cosy scenes 
for every month of the year 
with the Cottage for all 

Seasons cover gift. Stamp and 
decorate your garden with the  
various stamps, then finish your 
design with a die-cut cat, snowman 
or bird table. Julie has created a 
variety of designs that showcase just 
how versatile these stamps and dies can be!
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Turn the 
page f� m�e 

ideas using 
your gift

Home sweet home

1 Using the template on p90, score 

and fold the double Z-fold base from 

white card. Cover the panels of the 

larger piece with snowflake paper. 

2 Trim a snowdrift along the top edge 

of the smaller piece, then attach the 

two pieces together.     
 

3 Stamp the cottage, snowman, and 

sentiment onto white card using 

Tuxedo Black ink. Colour in the 

images and die cut.

4 Stamp large and small trees onto 

green card with VersaMark ink. Heat 

emboss in white. Fussy cut the trees.  

5 Attach the trees and other 

elements to the front panel. Add a 

strip of brown card to a tree. Attach 

to the reverse of the front panel.

6 Layer the sentiment onto a die-cut 

frame and attach to the base. Add 

Glamour Dust and hearts, to finish.

1 Score the front of a 140mm 

square base in half to create a 

Z-fold base. Cover the right panel 

with checked paper layered onto 

cream card. Layer a 60x130mm 

piece of floral paper onto cream 

card, wrap with ribbon and add to 

the front of the base.

2 Layer an 85mm circle of 

checked paper onto a brown 

scalloped circle. Add a stitched 

border. Attach one half to the 

left-hand panel, as shown.  

3 Stamp a cottage onto white 

card and fussy cut. Stamp the 

cottage onto blue and brown 

patterned papers. Fussy cut and 

paper piece the cottage elements, 

as shown. Colour the windows 

and doors. Add to the circle.

4 Add punched leaves to the right 

panel. Add a bow to the base.

5 Trim a stamped sentiment into 

a pennant and attach to the base. 

Add a button and leaves, to finish.

1 Stamp the cottage onto a

100x135mm piece of card. Stamp 

the cottage onto a Post-it note, fussy 

cut and place over the stamped 

cottage to create a mask. Repeat to 

stamp and mask the rest of the 

elements onto the scene.

2 Cover the images with their 

masks. Cut a cloud outline from 

paper then colour the sky above the 

stamped images. Remove the 

masks and colour the images. 

3Stamp three flowers on the right  

of the panel then round the bottom 

corners. Layer the panel onto a 

105x140mm piece of pink card.  

Wrap ribbon around the panel, 

securing on the reverse and attach 

to a 110x145mm kraft base.

4 Stamp and colour the sentiment 

and wisteria onto a 35mm 

circle. Add to the base with 

foam pads. To finish, add a 

bow and adhesive pearls.

Cover gift inspiration

Warm wishes

Autumn splendour
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First past the post

Win
a �ize

Be the first to send us a photo
of a card you’ve made using this
month’s gift, and you could win*
a fantastic mystery craft prize!

Email your photos to: writetous@
cardmakingandpapercraft.com
or post your cards to Cardmaking
& Papercraft, Immediate Media,

Eagle House, Colston Avenue,  
Bristol BS1 4ST.

*UK only. See p23 for full terms
and conditions of entry.

Cover gift inspiration

Ble� this house

1 Using the template on p89, cut the
stepper base from card. Score and fold
the base and cover the largest front
panel with cloud paper. Cover the second 
step with patterned papers.

2 Stamp and colour a 120mm length of
stone wall. Fussy cut and add to the front 
step. Stamp the cottage, shrub and
picket fence onto white card and colour. 
Stamp the trees onto green card.

3 Die cut the cottage and fussy cut the
other elements. Attach the stamped 

elements onto the second step. Add 
adhesive pearls to the shrub.

4 Stamp ‘Bless this house’ and a
flower onto white card and die cut
into an oval. Colour in the flower with
ProMarkers. Add to the base using 
foam pads.

5 Add a ribbon bow to the
sentiment. Trim a 120mm
strip of green card with
pinking shears and attach to 
the front step.

1 Cut a 50x105mm piece of cream card. Stamp the
cottage using Onyx Black VersaFine ink. Colour the 
roof and cottage with diluted ink.  

2 Stamp flowers down the right side of a
65x105mm piece of kraft card. Colour the centres 
of the flowers with a white gel pen.

3 Stamp a sentiment onto the cream panel and
distress the four edges with Brushed Corduroy 
Distress Ink and a blending tool.

4 Add a loop of gold ribbon to the back of the
image panel and layer onto the kraft panel. Add 
punched hearts to the tag, to finish.

1 Cover a 140mm square with star
paper. Cover a 140mm red square
with holly paper. Cut a 100mm
square into the holly square. 

2 Trim two 40x140mm pieces of
card and concertina fold at 10mm
intervals along the long edge. Add
the panels to the stars square.

3 Cut a curve along the top edge
of a 130x50mm and a 130x25mm
strip of card. Add the larger panel 

to the middle of the concertina
panel and the smaller panel to the
back of the frame. Add the frame 
to the concertina panels.

4 Stamp the trees onto green
card and heat emboss in white.
Fussy cut and add to the base.
Stamp, colour and fussy cut the 
images. Add to the base.

5 Add a stamped sentiment,
ribbon and snowflake to the base.

Merry Christmas

Sepia house tag
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Surprise your friends and family this Christmas with these
awesome aperture spinner cards. By Hazel France

Spinning around
Mastercla�  

Meet the
expert

Hazel is a passionate card

maker and loves trying out

new card folds. Her

favourite techniques are

stamping, heat embossing 

and distressing.
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Masterclass Spinner cards

M
ake the most of your festive stamps

and sentiments with these stunning 

aperture spinner cards. The

rotating panel means you can stamp a

different image or sentiment on either side,

which is revealed when the panel is turned.

To create the spinning element, simply

stamp your chosen designs onto two panels

of card, then secure twine between the two

panels and attach it to the reverse of the

aperture on your base card.

Hazel has used stamps and papers from

Kaisercraft’s Peppermint Kisses collection for

these three designs, and she shares her tips for

three different base cards that are perfect for

displaying your aperture spinner.

From triangles and circles to diamonds and

stars, your spinners can be whatever shape you

like! Just remember to create an aperture that

is large enough for your stamped panel to spin

fully around in. Whichever design you choose

to try out first from this collection, we’re sure 

your cards will make heads turn.

1 Fold an A4 piece of card in half for the
base. Layer a 140x220mm piece of floral
paper onto red card. Cut a 93mm circle
through the layered panel and card front. 
Add a red frame around the aperture.

3 Position thread between the two
poinsettia toppers and secure together.
Attach the thread to the front of the base
card across the aperture. Attach the layered
panel onto the card front to cover the thread.

2 Stamp a poinsettia onto card in both
green and red ink. Fussy cut the red flower
and layer onto the green image with foam
pads. Die cut into an 80mm circle. Repeat to
create a second poinsettia circular topper.

4 Stamp ‘Season’s greetings’ onto a piece
of white card with black ink and trim out into
a banner. Layer onto a larger red banner card
and attach to the base with foam pads. Add 
gems to the poinsettias, to finish.

Season’s greetings



Masterclass Spinner cards
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1 Cover the inside of a 148x210mm base
with mint card. Mark a 294x210mm piece of
white card at 74mm, 148mm and 222mm.
Score across the panel at each point then 
concertina fold the panel, as shown.

3 Stamp and colour presents onto two
circles. Add thread between the die cuts and
secure. Attach the spinner over the aperture
on the concertina panel and add the layered
panel on top. Add to the inside of the base.

2 Layer a 137x220mm piece of sweet
paper onto mint card. Die cut a 103mm
circle through the layered panel and the
middle of the concertina panel. Attach the 
layered panel to the concertina panel.

4 Add a circle frame to the aperture. Layer
present paper onto mint card and add to the 
side panels. Layer a stamped sentiment
onto mint card and attach to the side panel.
Cover the card front with patterned paper.

Shopping list
Kaisercraft Peppermint Kisses

12x12 paper collection  
and stamp set

From Merly Impressions

Die-cutting machine, circle and
square nesting dies, white and

coloured card, ProMarkers,
sentiment stamps, coloured ink

pads, ribbon, gems, thread
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Merry & �ight
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Masterclass Spinner cards

Hazel’s
hints
& ti�s
Follow Hazel’s expert tips for

folding success every time

�Plan your card first, you could
even make a template out of a piece 
of scrap card so that you don’t
waste your best patterned papers.

�Use a fine or invisible thread for 
your spinner as this gives the 
illusion of it floating.

� To hide the thread of the
spinner, attach the thread to the
front of the base and cover this with 
your patterned paper panels.

4 Stamp the sentiment onto a white
pennant with black ink. Layer onto red card
then trim into a pennant. Attach the layered
sentiment to the top-left corner of the base 
with foam pads.

1 Cover two A5 pieces of red and mint
card with patterned papers. Score and fold
each panel in half. Die cut a 100mm square
in the middle of each panel. Die cut four
square frames and attach to each aperture.

3 Attach the right flap of a red panel to the
left flap of a mint panel. Attach the threads
of the spinner down the centre fold line, then 
add the remaining panels to create the 
cross-shaped base, as shown.

Happy holidays

2 Stamp the camper van onto two 76mm
squares of card. Stamp two green trees and
red camper vans then paper piece onto the
stamped images. Attach thread between the
paper-pieced panels and secure together.



Dear Hayley

Editor’s Favourite
wins £15 of
Hunkydory goodies

Be the first to send us a photo of a card 
you’ve made using this month’s gift and  
you could win a mystery craft prize! 

Winter robin
I just love the cover gift that came with issue 202 

of Cardmaking & Papercraft. To be honest, I 

have never really enjoyed stamping but I recently 

spent some time with a talented friend of mine 

who taught me lots of tips and tricks. As soon as I 

saw the Holly jolly stamps and dies I knew exactly 

what I wanted to do. I have attached a photo of 

my finished card, I hope you like it. I have a way 

to go to catch up with my friend, Enid, but I 

“I love hearing your crafting
stories and seeing your wonderful

cards, so please write in and
share them with me!”

Editor

really enjoyed making this card.

Linda Winckles, Bradford 

Hayley says: Enid has taught you well, 
Linda! The stamped snowy scene inside  
the bauble aperture looks fantastic.

Mermaid kisses
I loved the deep sea cards from the 10 Minute

Makes feature in issue 195 (May) and was

inspired to make my own, so I bought the

Creative Expressions Mermaid Kisses die set.

To start, I inked a background with Distress

Inks in blue and purple then misted it to form

under-the-sea bubbles. I die cut a mermaid and

coloured her in, using teal blue for her body and

tail and yellow for her hair. I also added starfish

and fish stickers and the die-cut sentiment.

While making this card, I discovered that

novelty yarn strands make colourful seaweed!

Donna Grove, South Carolina, USA

Hayley says: Who knew yarn would make
such great seaweed? Well done on being so
resourceful, Donna, your card is amazing!

Show off your cards and win a prize from Hunkydory!

A cracking card
I made this Nutcracker card following the

stepper card instructions from issue 201. I cut a 

140mm square of gold card and attached it to 

the base using double-sided tape. I cut the 

papers to 130mm square and cut on the 

diagonal, from corner to corner, making sure it 

was the right way up. I used ever-faithful 

double-sided tape and then attached the topper 

with foam pads to give it a pop. I hope you like it!

Julie O’Neill, via email

Hayley says: Gold card looks so glamorous 
with the Nutcracker designs and I love the way 
you’ve used it in your stepper card, Julie!

r lette s
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Elizabeth’s 
floral thank 
you make

A stepper 
that stands 
to attention

First past 
the post

Edit�’s Favourite

5

Your Letters

Linda gave stamping  
a chance – and liked it! 

Pearls and posies
I made this card for my sister to thank her for 

visiting me on my birthday. To make the card,  

I blended two colours of Distress Inks over an 

A6 panel then dry embossed it using an 

embossing folder. I die cut the aperture and 

backed it with patterned paper. The sentiment 

is die cut and layered onto gold card. I stamped 

and coloured the flower image and added liquid 

pearls in two colours for the flower centres.

Elizabeth Lee, East Yorkshire 

Hayley says: We love the peach, pink and soft 
yellow ombré on your card Elizabeth!

Donna’s 
crafting skills  
go ocean deep



I was looking through issue 201 of 
Cardmaking & Papercraft and came across 
the lovely Poinsettia Perfection Christmas set 
that will be sent out to new subscribers. As I 
already have part of this collection it inspired 
me to get crafting and make some Christmas
cards. The weather had turned wet and 
windy, so it was the ideal time to lose myself 
in my craft room. It was most enjoyable as I 
was able to stamp, colour, die cut and use 
gilding wax – all the things I love doing most.
I was so pleased with the end result.
Maureen Green, Hayling Island, Hampshire

Hayley says: It sounds i e you ad a 
cosy afternoon indoors losing yourself in 
the craft zone Maureen, and it was 
productive, too! Well done on making a 
start on your Christmas crafting – we 
love your seasonal makes, the gilding     
is fabulous.  

Star struck
The Nutcracker is one of my favourite ballets 
so I was excited to receive my copy of issue 201 
with its cover gift, and I could not wait to start 
crafting. I covered a base card with patterned 
paper, cut a gold frame and added the topper to 
a matching piece of gold card. I love the 
simplicity of this card. The Nutcracker gift was 
a talking point in my friendship club, where we 
all share our stash and ideas.
Cheryll Millington, Wolverhampton

Hayley says: The friendship club sounds 
lovely, Cheryll, and your card is gorgeous.  
The intricate die-cut frames look so elegant 
against the twinkling stars paper. 

Have you got a story to tell? Send your

letters and good quality photos to our 

postal address (right) or writetous@

cardmakingandpapercraft.com 

Every letter printed wins a £5* 

cardmaking prize from Hunkydory! 

*The Star Letter wins £50 of craft prizes,  

Editor’s Favourite wins £15 of craft goodies and 

Cardmaker on Holiday wins £15 worth of stash.

Dear Hayley,

Cardmaking & Papercraft,

Eagle House, Colston Avenue,

Bristol BS1 4ST

Please include your full name, address and phone number/email address so that we can send you your prize.                  
Only original letters will receive a prize. Please note, your letters may be edited for reasons of space. 

We regret that cards cannot be returned.

�W�ite to us
and share your latest designs…

Every letter
printed
wins a

prize!
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Cheryll’s club 
said bravo to 
her ballet card
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Turn to p40 NOW!

Are you a winner?
Every month, three subscribers win a 

prize as a thank you for their loyalty 

to Cardmaking & Papercraft. This 

month, the winners (below) will each 

receive this gorgeous Wanderlust 

cardmaking pack worth £30! Perfect 

for cardmaking, scrapbooking, 

journaling and creating something 

unique for the home.

� Norman Callow, The Wirral

� Denise Hall, Temple Sowerby

� Sue Slowe, Stevenage

Subscribe and save a

whopping 50% on the 
first six issues of the mag!

Su�s
Stars

Star letter wins £50  

of Hunkydory goodies!

Maureen got into 
the zone with her 
merry makes

Star 
letter

5

Your Letters

Turn 
over

Turn the page for

more of your lette

Not a subscriber yet ?

HALF PRICE!



Send your letters and good quality
photos to: Dear Hayley,

Cardmaking & Papercraft,
Eagle House, Colston Avenue,  

Bristol BS1 4ST

Or you can email the team at
writetous@cardmaking

andpapercraft.com 

and share your latest designs…

�Every letter

printed

wins a

prize!
 

Easy easels

I decided to make a set of easel cards using

Hunkydory card, toppers and some Adorable

Scorable card. I wanted to make something

different for a change and I hadn’t made an

easel card for a long time. I realised that I’d

folded one of the cards the ‘wrong’ way but

decided it still looks good proving that there

are no errors in crafting! Hunkydory kits often

include thin little frames and I never know

what to do with them (apart from use them as

frames!) but I was inspired to add them to one

of the designs I love the jaunty angle of the

gold frame. I added foam pads to each

sentiment to make a wedge to keep the easel

upright and used gem embellishments from

my craft stash to decorate each of the cards.

The easel cards all fold flat for posting, too! 

Dawn Udall, Telford

Hayley says: We love the jaunty angle of the

gold frame too, Dawn, and your easel cards

look very classy – thanks for sending in a pic!

Shipshape shaker

I made this triple shaker card for our

19-year-old grandson’s birthday. I layered

up patterned papers onto black card then

made three circular shaker elements and

filled them with sequins. The shakers were

positioned down a narrow strip of black

card and I added a sequin to each side. 

Angela Kershaw, Dewsbury

Hayley says: With its blue patterned

papers, this card looks quite nautical

Angela, and the three shaker elements 

look like ship’s windows!

W�ite
to us

Have a luxe Christmas!

These are three of the cards I recently made

using the Margaret Sherry Christmas Cuties

stamp and die set from issue 200. I have to say I

really enjoyed crafting with the mouse and

hedgehog stamps. I loved the die and stamp set

very much and I hope you like the cards I made.

Charlotte Pauls, Portsmouth

Hayley says: We love what you’ve done with

the Christmas Cuties cover gift, Charlotte!

The layering, gems, embossing and ribbon all

work together to give your cards a really

luxurious look. Thanks for sending us a photo! 

Charlotte’s cards are piled high 
with Christmas accents

Boy’s best friend
Here is a photo of my seven-year-old nephew, Freddie, who

made his dog, Otto, a Christmas card using an eclectic

selection of items from my stash. We’ve enjoyed getting

crafty together on a number of occasions but, on this

particular visit, he saw the Scrabble-style letters and

instantly knew he wanted to spell out his beloved dog’s

name on a card. He added other things to the card that he

thought Otto would like and he’s very proud of it. I am now 

tasked with keeping this piece of artwork safe until 

Christmas… no pressure!
Caroline Shaw, Bordon, Hampshire

Hayley says: It’s lovely that Freddie wanted to make

his dog a card for Christmas we hope Otto likes his

make and doesn’t sniff it out before 25th December!  

This issue’s Cardmaking Prince wins an exciting

craft bundle from Baker Ross. Visit the inspiring

craft website www.bakerross.co.uk for more. 

To nominate your Prince or Princess, send a letter
or an email plus a photo to: ‘Cardmaking Prince or 
Princess’, to the addresses (left).

Win £10 of cool kids’ craft goodies!

Cardmaking 
P�ince

Freddie
made this
card for his 
doggy!
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Your Letters

Dawn got artistic with
her fantastic collection 
of easel cards

We’re on board
with Angela’s
nautical design
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3 ideas with… Geometrics

Geometrics

3 Believe in the magic

1 Stamp the sentiment onto a 130x90mm piece of white card with VersaMark ink and heat emboss

in gold. Layer onto a 130x95mm piece of gold mirri card.2 Die cut the tree from green shimmer

card and attach to the panel. Add gold star stickers. 3 Cover a 130mm square base with spotty 

paper. Attach the panel to the base with foam pads. Add a gold strip sticker, to finish.

1 Happy Christmas

1 Trim card to 108x60mm and layer onto a 108x140mm piece of gold

striped paper. 2 Stamp ‘Happy’ onto vellum with VersaMark ink and heat

emboss in gold. Stamp ‘Christmas’ beneath with black ink. Wrap the

vellum around the panel and attach to a 108x140mm base. 3 Die cut the

stag’s head using gold mirri card and layer onto black card. Fussy cut the

stag’s head. Attach to the base with foam pads. Add star stickers, to finish.

2 Merry Christmas

1 Stamp ‘Merry’ onto a 108x95mm piece of card with VersaMark ink. Heat

emboss in gold. Stamp ‘Christmas’ beneath with black ink. Layer onto a

108x105mm piece of gold mirri card. 2 Die cut a geometric ornament

from gold mirri card and black shimmer

card. Die cut the bauble tops and

attach to the stamped panel

with a glue pen. Trim excess

from the edge. 3 Cover a

108x140mm base with

geometric-patterned

paper. Attach the stamped

panel using foam pads. Add 

star stickers, to finish. 

Get your Christmas cardmaking into shape
with Clare Buswell’s three graphic designs

Shopping list
Sizzix Tim Holtz Geo Christmas dies 

From Sizzix

Kaisercraft Starry Night 12x12 paper

pad, sticker book and stamp set

From Merly Impressions

Die-cutting machine, VersaMark ink,

black ink pad, gold embossing powder,

heat tool, gold mirri card, white and

black card, green shimmer card,

gold mirri card, vellum

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

3 ideas with...
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10 ideaswith...

3 Merry Christmas

1 Score and fold white card to create a 150mm square tent-fold base.
Add a 145mm square of dotty paper to the base. 2 Layer a 128mm

square of festive-patterned paper onto kraft card and attach to the
base with foam pads. 3 Add a strip of washi tape and a sentiment

topper to the layered panel. 4 Add toppers to the base with foam pads.
Add the mittens sticker and gems, to finish.

1  Christmas tag card

1 Place a 100mm circle die over the folded edge of a 110mm square base. die cut to 
create a circular base. Die cut a 100mm circle and attach to the front of the base. 2 Add 
a sketchy border to a 90mm circle of patterned paper. Layer onto kraft card and attach 
to the base. Punch a hole in the top of the base. 3 Layer reindeer-patterned paper onto 
kraft card, cut into a stitched circle and trim away the top and bottom edges. Attach to 
the base. 4 Add a strip of washi tape, stickers, a reindeer topper and ra�a, to finish.

Have lots of festive fun with these designs 

crafted with the Merry Little Christmas 

collection from Pebbles. By Lisa West

festive papers

2  Oh what fun

1 Fold the front of a 112x152mm base in half to create an easel base. 2 Layer 
two 110x140mm pieces of foliage paper onto kraft card and attach the 
panels to the front and bottom of the base. 3 Die cut a stitched frame from 
kraft card and layer onto checked paper. Add sentiment and snowmen 
stickers to the frame. 4 Add a piece of checked paper to the bottom of the 
base. Layer sentiment-patterned paper onto kraft card. Add to the base 
with foam pads to form the stopper. Add a sentiment banner and gems.

Create  

exciting 

folds!

 www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com ��



6  No peeking! 

1 Create a 210x255mm piece of card. From the left-hand 
side, score down the panel at 64mm and 146mm. From the 
top edge, score across at 50mm and 203mm. Cut away all 
four corners where the scored lines meet, leaving two small 
tabs on the bottom centre flap. Round the corners of the 
other flaps. Cut a notch in the bottom flap. Fold the tabs 
inwards, secure to the base to form a packet for the gift card. 
2 Layer patterned paper onto kraft card and attach to the 
outside of the wallet. 3 Add a sentiment, stickers and gems.

7  Gift box 
1 Create a 105x105x100mm matchbox gift box from card.
2 Layer squares of red patterned paper onto green 
patterned paper then kraft card and attach to the top and 
sides of the matchbox and the front and back of the inner 
box. 3 Layer the sentiment topper onto an ephemera 
circle and attach to the box front. 4 Thread a tag onto 
paper ra�a and tie around the box. Add foliage stickers, 
pu�y stickers and gems, to finish.

5  Merry tag

1 Trim white paper to measure 75x128mm  
and snip o� the top corners to create a 
tag. 2 Add a sketchy border to a tag of 
dotty paper then layer onto kraft card. 
Add to the tag. 3 Add a strip of patterned 
paper to the centre of the tag and punch 
a hole in the top. 4 Layer a sentiment 
topper onto kraft card then a scalloped 
circle. Add to the centre of the tag. 
Thread ra�a through the tag and add 

ems and stickers, to finish.

4  Ho ho ho! 
1 Make a stepper base from a 150x254mm 

piece of white card. 2 Trim pieces of 
patterned paper, layer onto kraft card then 

patterned paper. Add to the base. 3 Add 
sentiment stickers to the steps. 4 Attach 

strips of washi tape to the large panels. 
Add stickers, toppers and gems, to finish.

Festive  gift  
ideas
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8  Merry little 
Christmas

1 Create a 115x152mm tent-fold card.  
2 Add a scalloped kraft border to an 

82x140mm piece of patterned paper. Add a 
strip of striped paper to the left-hand side, 

layer onto kraft card and attach to the base 
with foam pads. 3 Trim an image topper to 

76x90mm, layer onto kraft card and attach 
to the base. 4 Add a strip of washi tape, a 

sticker and gems, to finish.

10  Merry & bright
1 From the left-hand side, score a 302x152mm 

piece of card at 76mm and 154mm. Fold the scored 
lines to create a Z-fold base. 2 Layer pieces of 

patterned paper onto kraft card then patterned 
paper and attach to the base. Score a 302x50mm 

piece of card at 152mm and 230mm and layer with 
papers. Attach to the base, as shown. 3 Add 

stickers to the base. 4 Add a sentiment topper to 
the front panel with foam pads. Add gems and 

stickers to the base, to finish.

9  ’Tis the season
1 Starting from the left-hand side, score and
fold a 350x152mm piece of card at 50mm,
100mm, 250mm and 300mm to make a
bridge-fold base. 2 Cover the two side panels
and the back panel with striped paper layered
onto kraft card then red paper. Layer a
250x36mm piece of card with patterned
paper and card and attach across the front
of the base. 3 Trim the sentiment panel from
patterned paper, layer onto kraft card and
attach to the bridge section. 4 Add a strip of
washi tape to the bridge. Add flower toppers

nd gems to the base, to finish.

Jolly 

quick 

makes

Shopping list
Pebbles Merry Little 

Christmas collection: 6x6 
paper pad, 12x12 paper pad, 

ephemera, washi tape, 
thickers, pu�y and  

accent stickers 
From Crafty Charlie

Die-cutting machine,  
plain and scalloped square 
and circle dies, rectangle 
frame die, white and kraft 
card, paper ra�a, circle 

punch, gems 
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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All �rapped up
Pebbles Merry Little Christmas

washi tape set, £8.99

www.heylittlemagpie.com

Ho ho ho
Christmas Tales

wooden toppers, £

www.hobbycraft.co.uk

Must-have embellishments

Favourites

Add magic to your makes with
the best festive toppers,

ephemera and all the 
trimmings!

Christmas
embellishments 

Kaisercraft Peace & Joy collectables, £5.95

www.merlyimpressions.co.uk 

Let it snow
Hero Arts Snowfall glitter, £4.95

www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

Gnome f� Christmas
 

It’s Snome Time 3D découpage  

& topper set, £3.99

www.craftconsortium.com 

Jolly holly
Docrafts holly felt stickers, £2

www.docrafts.com 

Woodland Christmas

foam stickers, £4

www.hobbycraft.co.uk

Deck the halls

Festive f�est folk

Snow family
Buddly Crafts Snowman

Christmas resins, £2.29 for five 

www.buddlycrafts.com 
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Competition
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Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Ltd. UK and Channel Islands entrants only. Promotion excludes Immediate Media

employees. By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. Only one entry per person allowed. No responsibility

accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries. Direct queries to writetous@cardmakingandpapercraft.com or call 0117

927 9009. Winning entries will be chosen at random from all eligible entries. Winners will be notified within 28 days of closing date.

The draw is final and no correspondence will be entered into. For details of winners send an SAE within two months of the closing

date. If any winner is unable to be contacted within one month of the closing date, the Promoter will offer the prize to a runner up. 

Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize with one of the same or greater value but there is no cash alternative. 

Enter our competition to win an EasyPress Mini and a
bundle of exciting iron-on transfer products from Cricut!

10 Cricut EasyPress
Mini bundles to win!WIN!

For your chance to win, simply answer the following question correctly: 

Which of these is not a type of fabric?

A) Tulle B) Linen C) Steel

Enter online at our website www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com

The closing date for all entries is 11:59pm on Friday 3rd January 2020.  
For full terms and conditions see below.

HOW TO ENTER:

Eachprizeincludes:
� 1 x EasyPress Mini
� 6 x Infusible Ink markers
� 4 x ceramic coaster blanks
� 1 x heat-transfer tape

10
bundles

to win!

H
eat up your crafting skills with this

incredible bundle of iron-on products

from Cricut, which you can

experiment with using a brand new EasyPress

Mini. Each prize is worth £99, and we have 10

prize bundles up for grabs!

The Cricut EasyPress Mini has been cleverly 

designed to give professional heat-transfer

results across various projects, so you can

personalise them with ease. Three simple heat

settings take on every possible heat-transfer

project and with an extra layer of protection on

its ceramic heat plate, the Cricut EasyPress

Mini effortlessly glides over shaped surfaces to

transfer your design.

Each winner will also receive an Infusible

Ink bundle, containing pens, heat-resistant

tape and ceramic coasters, so you can get

inking straight away. The Infusible Ink infuses

into the material itself, rather than an iron-on

transfer or vinyl application, leaving a much 

more professional finish on your project.

For more info about the latest products from

Cricut, visit www.hobbycraft.com/brand/cricut
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Something f� the weekend

Bring some festive cheer to your front door or living space with  
a wondrous woven star wreath. By Vicky Sheridan

Woven wonder



Something for theweekend
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Vicky’s   
hints & ti�s

Vicky’s top tips will ensure crafty 
success and perfect results! 

� To create smaller stars, follow the
steps but trim the patterned papers to
measure 15x150mm. Make a few to
create your own unique bunting.

�Attach narrow strips of coordinating 
washi tape to the patterned papers
before you construct the wreath.

�Use double-sided papers for a more 
visually appealing look. Try vintage
script paper for a traditional feel.

�Add some festive sparkle by applying
glitter glue to the edges of the paper
strips, just make sure it’s completely dry 
before assembling your star!

Shopping list
Heidi Swapp Winter

Wonderland 12x12 paper

collection, stamp and die set,

washi tape

From Hey Little Magpie

Ribbon, red and green ink pads,

baker’s twine, gems, hole punch

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

How to make a woven star

7 Lay the two strips on top of each other, with
both floral sides facing up. Weave the straight
ends through the curved loops. Secure in place 
and trim o� the excess paper at each point.

1 Cut six 300x20mm strips of double-sided
patterned paper. Attach a 120mm length of
spotty washi tape to either end of each strip
of paper, leaving a gap in the middle as shown.

3 Position a strip on either side of the centre 
vertical strip. Attach these strips onto the
horizontal strip using double-sided tape, leaving 
a small gap between each strip. 

2 Mark the centre of two of the strips, position
one strip on top of the other to create a cross
shape, as shown. Attach the two strips together 
with the horizontal strip on top.

4 Take the last two strips and weave them
horizontally through the three centre strips, one
above and one below. Leave a gap between each 
strip and secure with double-sided tape.

6 Repeat steps 1-4 to make a second star
using a contrasting washi tape. Repeat step 5,
with the washi tape facing outwards, to create 
the second woven star as shown.

8 Make a topper using the wreath and
sentiment stamps and attach to the star. Punch 
a hole through one of the loops and thread
baker’s twine through the hole to finish.

5 Flip over; then, starting from a corner, take
two adjacent strips, curve together, overlap ends
and attach tips together. Repeat at each corner,
leaving the two centre strips on each side free. 

Craft smaller woven stars
to hang on your mantelpiece  
or Christmas tree



Knowhow stamping
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Meet the expert
Keen crafter and blogger, Jules, splits 

her time between her wedding 

stationery business and Design 

Team work. Her favourite techniques 

include stamping and masking.



Knowhow stamping
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Knowhow stamping

Create unique patterned panels and 
graphic backgrounds this Christmas 
with border stamps. By Julie Gibbs

Magic of 
Christmas

G
ive your card designs, gift 
wrap and scrapbook pages 
an overhaul this Christmas 

with fabulous stamped borders. 
From simple outlines to colourful 
scenes, border stamps offer lots of 
versatility for your cardmaking.

For these cards Jules used 
Christmas border stamps from 
Mama Makes, which feature 
snowflake, present and Christmas 
tree motifs. The lime green and 
bright pink colour scheme is a 
modern update on traditional festive 
colour palettes, and white space has 
been used to great effect on the five 
makes as a design break.

To give the cards even more 
impact, Jules has heat-embossed 
some of the border details and 
sentiments in gold, showing the 
variety of ways in which border 
stamps can be used to create sweet 
backgrounds for your own cards.

From stamping the borders at an 
angle for a dynamic look to creating 
patterned strips for a woven effect, 
border stamps are a surprisingly easy 
way to create unique looks for your 
makes. When combining various 
borders, choose a colour palette for 
each border or a motif for a more 
harmonious feel. Create matching 
gift tags and gift wrap by stamping 
your designs onto larger pieces of 
card then, from these, trim your 
shaped panels and tags.

Shopping list
Mama Makes Magical 

Christmas Borders, Treerific 
and Sentimentally Christmas 

stamp sets 

From Mama Makes 

Sizzix Thinlits Mini Paper 
Snowflakes dies,  

Memento Dew Drop
Angel Pink, Pear Tart and 

London Fog ink pads 

From Buddly Crafts 

Die-cutting machine, heat tool, 
circle dies, white and coloured 

card, VersaMark ink pad, 
ProMarkers, embossing 

powders, ribbon, metallic twine, 
acetate, buttons, adhesive 

pearls, heart punch, sequins, 
golden bells, Crystal and Gold 

Glamour Dust, Glossy Accents, 
pinking shears, glitter glue, 

craft wire 
From your local craft shop 

For stockists turn to p93
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1 Trim a piece of green card to measure

95x135mm. Stamp the fairy lights border

across the panel using London Fog ink,

spacing each row of fairy lights equally. 

Leave the panel to fully dry. 

2 Add glue to the stamped bulbs and

cover with Glamour Dust. Brush away any

excess. Layer onto a 100x140mm piece of

gold card. Attach the stamped panel to a 

105x145mm tent-fold base card.

5 Die cut a white snowflake and distress 

the edges with a pink ProMarker. Heat

emboss with clear embossing powder.

Attach to the base and top with a button.

Add a ribbon bow and pearl charm, to finish.

Believe in magic
Use border stamps to create graphic patterned 
panels to add to your card designs

4 Stamp ‘Believe’ onto an 80x50mm

piece of card with VersaMark ink. Heat

emboss in gold and layer onto gold card.

Attach to the base at an angle and add a

border of glitter glue around the sentiment.

3 Stamp trees and lights diagonally onto

a 50x115mm piece of card with London Fog

and Pear Tart inks. Colour then layer onto

pink then gold card. Wrap ribbon around the 

panel and attach to the right of the base.

Distress the edges of your
die-cut shapes with ink to
create toppers with a twist

T�y this
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Knowhow stamping

Jules’ top tip

1 Cut 20mm strips of pink and

green card. Heat emboss

snowflakes onto the strips in

white. Add two pink and green 

strips diagonally across a

95x135mm rectangle of white

card. Add further strips of card 

to fill the panel, as shown.  

2 Trim away the excess then

layer onto a 100x140mm

rectangle of gold card. Attach

the panel onto a 105x145mm 

white tent-fold base.

3 Heat emboss the sentiment

onto a 95x45mm rectangle of 

white card. Layer onto a

100x65mm rectangle of gold

card. Add to the base and add a

border of glitter glue across the 

top and bottom edges.

4 Die cut snowflakes from

white card and distress the tips 

with green and pink

ProMarkers. Cover the

snowflakes with VersaMark ink

and heat emboss with clear 

embossing powder.  

5 Add a second layer of clear

embossing powder and Crystal

Glamour Dust then heat to set.

Add the snowflakes to the base

and top each snowflake with a 

stitched button, to finish.

It’s cold outside

Stamp borders onto
strips of paper to create
eye-catching patterns

“Cover your stamped toppers with 
a few layers of set embossing
powder for a raised finish”

Die-cut snowflakes
give an instant touch 
of festive fun

1 Cut two 95x135mm pieces of

white card. Cut a 70mm circle

into one of the panels. Position

the aperture panel on top of the

other panel and mark the circle

aperture with a pencil. Remove

the aperture panel and stamp

tree borders across the circle. 

2 Erase pencil line and colour

the images with Pear Tart and 

Angel Pink Memento ink.

3 Stamp a sentiment onto the

aperture panel with Pear Tart

ink. Die cut a circle frame from

gold card and attach to the 

aperture, as shown.

4 Add acetate behind the

aperture. Add foam tape

around the panel and circle,

leaving no gaps and pour

sequins onto the acetate.

Attach the stamped panel from 

step 2 to the reverse of the

acetate to create the shaker.

Attach to a 100x140mm piece 

of gold card then to a

105x145mm tent-fold base. 

5 Add Glamour Dust to some

die-cut snowflakes and attach

to the base. Stamp, colour and

fussy cut a tree. Heat emboss

with clear embossing powder.

Add to the base. Add a punched 

heart and adhesive pearls.

Happiness is…

Turn the
page f�

even m�e
designs



Knowhow stamping
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Pinking shears are a
quick and easy way of
adding extra interest 
to your layers

A smile…
1 Stamp snowflakes and trees

diagonally onto a 95x135mm

piece of white card. Colour

parts of the images with

ProMarkers. Layer onto a

100x140mm piece of gold card

then to a 105x145mm white 

tent-fold base. 

2 Heat emboss stars and

foliage in gold onto green and

pink card. Trim the strips into

pennants. Add a smaller gold

pennant to the base, then add

the heat-embossed pennants 

on top, as shown.

3 Stamp ‘a smile’ onto the top

of a 95x50mm piece of white

card with VersaMark ink. Cover

with gold embossing powder 

and heat to set. 

4 Stamp ‘is the perfect

Christmas decoration’ below

the heat-embossed sentiment

with Pear Tart ink. Layer onto a

95x60mm piece of gold card.

Neatly trim the top and bottom

edges of the gold card with

pinking shears. Add a border of 

glitter glue around the

sentiment, as shown.

5 Tie gold twine around the

sentiment panel, thread the

bells onto the twine and tie into

a bow. Attach the sentiment

panel onto the top of the base.

Add a heart button above the 

sentiment, to finish.

Use white space
to enhance the
coloured designs

1 Stamp four rows of presents

across a 95x135mm piece of

white card with London Fog ink. 

2 Stamp three rows of foliage

between the present borders

with VersaMark ink and heat 

emboss in gold.

3 Colour the stamped presents

with ProMarkers and leave to

dry. Layer onto a 100x140mm

piece of gold card. Attach the 

stamped panel to a

105x145mm tent-fold base.

4 Heat emboss the sentiment

onto a 65x90mm piece of white

card. Layer onto a 70x95mm

rectangle of gold card. Attach 

to the centre of the base. 

5 Add a border of glitter glue

around the sentiment panel.

Tie a piece of gold organza

ribbon into a bow and add three

baubles to the bow with craft

wire. Attach the bow to the

sentiment panel, to finish.

The perfect gift

Next
month

Watercolour 
florals

Jules’ top tip
“Save ribbon bows and charms
from your festive gift wrap and
crackers to use on your cards”



Prize time!

Prize time

The closing date for entries is 11.59pm on 03/01/2020.
Enter online at www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com

We regret to inform our readers that we are no longer able

to accept postal or text entries for our Prize time giveaways.  

Promoter: Immediate Media Co Bristol Ltd. Promotion excludes

Immediate Media employees. Open to UK and Channel Islands

entrants only. By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules

of the promotion. Only one entry per person per prize draw. No

responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent

entries. Direct queries to writetous@cardmakingandpapercraft.

com or call 0117 927 9009. Winning entries will be chosen at

random from all eligible entries. Winners will be notified within

28 days of closing date. The draw is final and no correspondence

will be entered into. For details of winners send an SAE within two

months of the closing date. If any winner is unable to be contacted

within one month of the closing date, the Promoter will offer the

prize to a runner up. Promoter reserves right to substitute prize

with one of same or greater value. There is no cash alternative. 
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Terms & conditions of entry

Teal delights
Craft terrific designs with the Teal Treasures paper collection from

Hunkydory. Each bundle is worth over £39 and contains a topper book,

card inserts and an A4 topper collection, which includes 24 sheets of

stunning imagery, such as butterflies, dragonflies and kingfishers. For 

the latest from Hunkydory, visit www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk

Washi wonders
Spice up your Christmas crafting with Dovecraft’s brand new Christmas 

washi boxes! With festive patterns and foil details, the coordinating

selections of tapes are perfect for a variety of Christmas projects. Each

bundle of washi tapes is worth £18 and we have six chances to win. For the 

latest Trimcraft releases, visit www.thecraftblog.com

Peek-a-boo!
Say ‘hello’ to the fabulous collection of Peek-A-Boo stamp and die sets from

Crafter’s Companion. Use both dies to create a silhouette character and a 

sentiment then add detailing with the stamps. The character die is

symmetrical and works perfectly with both the front and back character 

stamps. For more info, visit www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

Cosmic crafting
Celebrate all things dark and mysterious with this bundle of Cosmic

Dreams patterned papers from Mama Makes. We’ve got three bundles

worth over £70 each up for grabs, which contain 12x12 and 8x8 patterned

paper pads from the range and three galactic dies. For more info about 

the latest launches, visit www.mamamakesstore.co.uk

Go to www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com 
to enter these incredible prize draws!

Over £910 w�th to
WIN!

Win �izesw�th over£50!

6
chancesto win!

Each �ize
w�th over

£18!

3
bundles

��th

£70!



brilliant New journal on sale now

Plan your next

great experience

From a daily meditation
to a round-the-world

trip, plan positive
life changes with this

beautiful journal. Packed
with ideas to help you
IGV �V� EQPPGEV YKVJ
nature, discover your
spiritual side, boost

your wellbeing and get
outdoors, it’s your guide

to great adventures.

ORDER ONLINE WWW.BUYSUBSCRIPTIONS.COM/LIFETIME
OR CALL 0333 016 2138 AND QUOTE

‘A LIFETIME OF ADVENTURES PRINT 1’
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Order your copy today!

THE
PERFECT

STOCKING 
FILLER!

JUST

£9.99  
INC P&P*



for hobbies

Best wishes
1 Stamp the flowers onto a 104x128mm piece of card and a Post-it note. Cut the 
flowers from the Post-it note and mask it onto the white card. Stamp the basket and 
bike. Remove the mask and colour. Stamp roses in two corners. 2 Layer the panel 
onto rose gold card. 3 Cover a 104x146mm base with patterned paper. Add the panel 
using foam pads. 4 Layer a stamped sentiment onto rose gold then pink card and 
attach to the base with foam pads. Add paper flowers and an enamel dot, to finish.

Love you... 
1 Stamp the basket onto a 130x104mm piece of card and a Post-it note. Cut the 

basket from the Post-it note and mask it onto the white card. Stamp the dog and the 
bike. Remove the mask and colour the image. Stamp the sentiment. 2 Layer onto 

green and rose gold rectangles. 3 Cover a 148mm square base with patterned paper. 
Add the image panel to the base. 4 Add paper flowers and an enamel dot, to finish.

Cards for...

Hobbies
Craft a sweet spring scene for the cycling 

enthusiast in your life using a Hunkydory 

stamp set. By Jane Gundry

Shopping list
Hunkydory I Love My Bike  

stamp set 

From Hunkydory

Hobbycraft Vintage Botanicals 

paper pad 

From Hobbycraft

Die-cutting machine, stitched 

nesting dies, white and coloured 

card, paper flowers, enamel dots, 

ribbon, ProMarkers, Post-it notes, 

black ink pad 

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

A basket full of thanks
1 Stamp the basket onto a 95mm stitched circle and a Post-it note. Cut out the basket from the Post-it 
note and mask onto the white card. Stamp the basket contents and bike onto the card. Remove the mask 
and colour. Layer onto a larger rose gold circle. 2 Cover a 146mm square kraft base with navy blue paper. 
Layer a 130mm square of patterned paper onto rose gold card and wrap with ribbon. Add to the base. 
Add the bicycle panel with foam pads. 3 Layer a stamped sentiment onto a rose gold circle and attach  
to the base. 4 To finish, add paper flowers and enamel dots to the base.
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Cosy Christmas
Keep those winter chills at bay with the cosy
Snowflake patterned paper collection from
Crate Paper. Designed in a modern colour
scheme of mint greens, coral and mustard,
this delightful set features lots of festive
patterns – we love the tartan print! There is
also a fab sheet of chipboard stickers, which
is filled with charming details to add to your 
cards, gift tags and place holders.

Crate Paper Snowflake collection, from 
99p www.heylittlemagpie.com

The Wish List
From last-minute Christmas inspiration to ideas
to add to your list for Santa Claus, we’ve pulled
together our favourite patterned papers, 
stamps and dies for December

Cherished memories
Preserve the milestones and moments in your
life with the Gemini Precious Memories die
sets from Crafter’s Companion, coming very
soon. This collection of dies has been designed
to work together to help you create memory
books that are interactive, while displaying
your treasured photos, notes, tickets and
more. They’re the perfect tools to help you
make keepsakes and gifts for friends and
family, which make them perfect for Christmas 
gifts or even a New Year’s present.

Gemini Precious Memories die sets, £29.99 
each www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

Gone dotty!
Add lots of textured fun to your stamping with
the Dot Botanicals stamp set from Altenew. The
set comes with two botanical frame stamps
and two dotty patterns to layer onto the framed
leaves. You could stamp the dots with white
ink onto dark green leaves for a realistic finish,
or heat emboss the dots in bronze or gold for
a more modern feel. Within the set there are
also motivational messages – great for your 
scrapbook pages for the year ahead!

Altenew Dot Botanicals stamp and die sets, 
from £17.75 www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

The Wish List

Rustic scenes
If you are a fan of linocut designs, then you’ll
adore these nature-inspired winter scenes
from The English Stamp Company. Their
website is filled with gorgeous designs, but
we’ve chosen some of our favourite festive
stamps, which we think work really well for
last-minute Christmas cards. Simply stamp
the designs onto kraft card with black ink
to complement the rustic theme, then add 
touches of glitter for a festive finish.

TheEnglishStampCompanywinterstamps, 

from £12 each www.englishstamp.com

Festive spice
When you think of Christmas, you imagine 
all the festive treats and the smells of
gingerbread, cloves and spices fresh from the
oven. The It Smells Like Christmas digi paper
pack from Karamfila is filled with tasty designs, 
including candy canes, gingerbread and
macaroons in a delightful red and green colour
scheme. If you’re making your own baked gifts,
these papers are ideal for turning into tags or 
labels for your jars or tins of treats.

Karamfila ItSmellsLikeChristmas 12x12 digi 
papers, £9.65 www.etsy.com

34  www.cardmakingandpapercraft.com
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Winter wishes
Wrap up warm with the Snow Much Fun collection

kit from Carta Bella. Filled with snowy scenes,

the patterned papers come in a seasonal colour

scheme of greys, cool blues, mint greens and

pops of pink. The kit includes twelve 12x12

double-sided sheets of textured papers

and a 12x12 sticker sheet, which has so

many cute elements to add to your card

designs. The collection is perfect for

winter birthdays, too!

CartaBellaSnowMuchFuncollection

kit, £14.99 www.craftie-charlie.co.uk

Wanderlust

Save the date
If being more organised is at the top of your New

Year’s resolutions list, then this fab wall planner

from Paperchase might be just what you need

to keep you on track! The gorgeous A2 2020

planner comes with colour-coded weekends

(so you can work out when best to post the

cards!) and can be filled with all the birthdays,

anniversaries and other celebratory dates you

always seem to remember the following day!

Paperchase A2 2020 wall planner, £4  

www.paperchase.com

Sizzix Tiny Travel Globe die set, £10
www.sizzix.co.uk

Stamping Bella Up Up and Away
Rosie & Bernie stamp set, £10.50
 www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

T�ending now

The Wish List

Retro Christmas
Take your stamped

sentiments back in time

with the Retro Christmas

messages stamp set from

Hero Arts. The set comes

with six Christmas and New 

Year sentiments, along

with flourishes that are

guaranteed to add a touch of

nostalgia to your winter card designs. With

neon lights, shop display-e�ect frames and

a North Pole, these sentiments would make

fab toppers – stamp and layer them onto 

metallic card for that 1960s vibe.

Hero Arts Retro Christmas Messages 

stamp set, £13.49

www.bumbleberrys.co.uk

Perfect
f�

planning

Altenew Wanderlust stamp
set, £15.99

www.createandcraft.com

Snow much fun
This jolly Christmas character will take your

papercraft projects to the next level. With

brand new Colorize technology from Tim

Holtz, the Mr. Snowman die from Sizzix has

been cleverly designed to be layered together

with ease. Each layering element is labelled to

take the guesswork out of placing shades, so

you’ll be able to create amazing multifaceted

layered results. Mr. Snowman is perfect for

embellishing cards and other Christmas 

makes that are sure to wow!

Sizzix Colorize by Tim Holtz Mr. Snowman

Thinlits die set, £14.99 www.sizzix.co.uk

Carta Bella 12x12 passport
papers, 95p each

www.papermaze.co.uk

T�eatof themonth
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Edinburgh’s Christmas

Locations throughout the UK

If you’re looking to make unique gifts or add

a natural homemade touch to your Christmas

decorations, then head down to your nearest 

National Trust property this December.

Unleash your creative side by learning

or perfecting your crafting skills in the

beautiful surroundings of the Trust’s

houses and gardens. From winter fairs

to markets and wreath-making classes,

there’s something for everyone to enjoy!

For a full list of events near you, visit 

www.nationaltrust.org.uk

Edinburgh comes to
life this Christmas
with a variety of stalls
and performances

Looking for new ideas, products
or inspiration? Then be sure to put 
these show dates in your diary!

Meet fellow crafters
at this easygoing
evening event

National Trust workshops

Soak up all the festive atmosphere

this Christmas with the return of

the hugely popular Edinburgh’s

Christmas. There are lots of things to

explore throughout the city, including

Community Christmas, which is a

new free event with performances by

choirs and magical winter projections 

on buildings. There are markets galore

along East Princes Street Gardens,

o�ering craft, food and drink stalls to

get you well and truly stocked up on 

your Christmas gift buying.

For more information, visit

www.edinburghschristmas.co.uk

The Knitting & Stitching Show

Harrogate Convention Centre

28th November – 1st December

Celebrate all things fabric at The Knitting & Stitching Show this

winter. Taking place in Harrogate, the event is hosting hundreds of

workshops, demonstrations, interactive features, professionally

curated galleries, as well as over 200 of our most loved brands

selling specialist craft supplies. Spend a day restocking your yarn

stash, learning to knit, mastering the art of tailoring and more.

There has never been a better excuse to get involved in craft!

For tickets and more information, visit

www.theknittingandstitchingshow.com 

Events throughout the city

16th November – 4th January

T�y something new

Give wreath
making or candle
making a go at a
National Trust
property near you

Craft Night 
Cardiff

Cardiff MADE, Cardiff

Every fortnight (on a Thursday) Lark

Design will be hosting a relaxing evening

of craft at their studio in Cardi�. You can

bring along your art, craft or anything

that you enjoy doing at home and meet

like-minded people, craft together and

share your love of making. The kettle

will be on and host Gemma will ask

for a small donation towards milk and

biscuits. It’s a great evening if you need

some inspiration or want to learn a new

skill, and there will always be a simple

craft on o�er for a nominal fee. As it’s a

drop-in session, there is no commitment

and you can pop in anytime between 

6-8.30pm on the night.

For more information and dates,

visit www.larkdesignmake.co.uk

The Wish List

What’s on
this month
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1 sketch, 3 ways
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What’s a sketch?
If you haven’t heard of this
before, a sketch is a term used to
describe a basic card layout. It’s
there to give you an idea of how
to build up your card. From this
you can introduce your own
ideas by following the layout, but
using your own choice of papers 
and embellishments. 

Sentiment

3 Sparkle this Christmas
1 Rotate the sketch 180 degrees. Trim large spotty paper to 116x40mm and
grey spotty paper to 116x20mm and layer onto a 120mm square base. Die
cut three di�erent-sized circles from patterned papers. 2 Stamp the star
wreath onto a white circle and colour. Stamp the sentiment onto a small
mottled circle and layer onto the wreath circle. 3 Add a border to the circles
with a grey ProMarker. Attach the circles with glue and the wreath circle to 
the base with foam pads. Add a ribbon bow, to finish. 

1 Jolly holly Christmas
1 Follow the sketch exactly. Trim red spotty paper to 116x40mm and attach

to a 120mm square base. Die cut three di�erent-sized circles from
patterned papers. 2 Die cut a scalloped circle frame from white card.

Stamp the bells and holly wreath onto the scalloped circle. Colour the
wreath. Add a grey border to the inside of the frame and layer onto the

largest circle. 3 Stamp and heat emboss the sentiment onto the smallest
circle. Add a border to the circles with a grey ProMarker. Attach the smaller
circles with glue and the wreath circle with foam pads. Add a bow, to finish.

 

2 Wonderful time
1 Rotate the sketch 90 degrees anticlockwise. Trim checked paper to
116x40mm and attach to the left of a 120mm square base. Die cut three
di�erent-sized circles from patterned papers. 2 Stamp the gift boxes wreath
onto a white circle. Colour with ProMarkers and die cut into a frame. Layer
onto the largest die-cut circle. Add a border to the circles with a grey
ProMarker. Stamp a sentiment onto a small white circle with black ink and
layer onto the medium circle. 3 Attach the smallest circle with glue and the
wreath circle to the base with foam pads. Attach the sentiment circle to the 
base with foam pads. Add a bow, to finish. 

Dorothy Wood has crafted these three jolly
Christmas designs using a wreath stamp set 

from Mama Makes and one sketch

1 sketch,
3 ways
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5 With love
1 Layer a 135mm square of holly-patterned paper onto a 140mm square 
of red card then a 145mm square white base. Cut two 55mm squares of 
red hessian paper and mount onto larger squares of red card. Add the 
squares to the top-left and bottom-right of the base. 

2 Layer a white oval onto a red scalloped oval and add to the base. Add 
foliage and deer die cuts to the base with foam pads. Add gems.

3 Layer a sentiment topper onto red card and add to the base.

4 Tidings of great joy
1 Cut a 135mm square of holly-patterned paper and layer onto a 140mm 
square of green card. Trim a strip of red hessian paper that measures 
140x45mm and layer onto green card then attach to the holly panel. 

2 Fussy cut a holly sprig from patterned paper and attach to the panel,  
as shown, with foam pads. Add the panel to a 145mm square white base.

3 Trim a sentiment, layer onto a piece of green card and add to the base 
with foam pads, to finish.

1 Warm wishes
1 Cut a 135mm square of tartan paper and layer onto a 140mm square 
of red card. Trim a 120mm square of berry-patterned paper and layer 
onto a 125mm square of red card. Add to the centre of the panel.  

2 Trim tartan paper to 140x25mm and layer onto a 140x30mm piece  
of red card. Attach to the tartan panel then a 145mm square white base.

3 Layer a white circle onto a red scalloped circle and attach to the base.  
Add a sentiment, gems and a bird topper to the base, to finish.

Craft rustic scenes in minutes with these 

woodland wonders. By Paula Holifield

Winter
wishes 

Shopping list
Fabrika Decoru Spirit of 
Christmas papers and  

die-cut shapes 

From Craftelier

Die-cutting machines, nesting 
oval and circle dies, scalloped 

oval and circle dies, red and 
coloured card, gems                                

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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10 minute makes

2 Make a wish
� Cut a 135mm square of foliage paper and layer onto a 140mm square  
of green card then a 145mm square white base. Layer a 115mm square  
of hessian paper onto green card and attach to the base at an angle. Add  
a 90x35mm strip of green card to the base. 

2 Layer a white circle onto a green scalloped circle then attach to the 
centre of the base with foam pads. Add a layered sentiment to the base. 

3 Add foliage and deer die cuts to the base with foam pads, to finish.  

3 Merry kiss me
1 Trim a 135mm square of tartan paper and layer onto a 140mm square of 
red card. Attach the layered panel to the centre of a 145mm square base. 

2 Cut a 120mm square of holly-patterned paper and layer onto red card. 
Attach to the centre of the base, as shown.

3 Trim hessian paper to measure 140x30mm and layer onto red card. 
Attach to the base with foam pads. Layer a sentiment onto tartan paper 
then a piece of red card and add to the base to finish.

6 Be filled with joy
1 Trim a 135mm square of holly-patterned paper and layer onto a 140mm 
square of green card. Attach to a 145mm square base. Layer a 55x140mm 
strip of hessian paper onto green card then attach to the base.

2 Mount a sentiment topper onto a larger rectangle of green card. Attach 
to the base at an angle with foam pads.

3 To finish, add holly die cuts to the sentiment topper with foam pads.

7 Merry and bright
1 Cut a 135mm square of red card and attach to a 140mm square base.
Trim three 40x130mm strips of berry paper and attach to the base.

2 Cut a 135x15mm strip of hessian paper and layer onto red card. Attach 
the layered strip to the base, as shown.

3 Layer a sentiment topper onto a larger piece of red card and attach to 
the centre of the base with foam pads. Add a gem, to finish.



Available from

Save when you subscribe
To the digital edition



The perfect addition to your crafting, featuring the very 
best techniques, detailed step-by-steps, essential advice 

and knowhow from the top experts and gorgeous card and 
papercraft ideas from all your favourite designers.

Enjoy our Premium App experience now available from



Designs that have pop-up 
elements are so fun to 

create and are sure to delight 
your friends and family when 
they open their card. Luckily, 
the ScanNCut takes all the hard 
work out of creating 3D designs; 
simply scan in the flower 
template from p86, choose your 
patterned paper and away you 
go! The ScanNCut will cut and 
score the flower shapes, which 
you can emboss or decorate, 

and then use to assemble your 
pop-up card. You will need 
seven pop-up flowers to create 
this design, which would work 
equally well for birthdays, 
anniversaries and wedding 
makes. Just swap the patterned 
papers and sentiments for 
your chosen occasion!  
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Fabulous

Flower template 
Template on p86

Brother ScanNCut SDX 1200 or 
SDX2200D machine  

from www.createandcraft.com 
or www.makerssuperstore.com

Paper Addicts Forever & Always 
12x12 paper pad 

 From Trimcraft stockists

White and coloured card, silver gel 
pen, glittered stickers, glitter glue, 

double-sided tape, glue 
From your local craft shop 

 
For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list

See p86 for the template

Create a matching belly band
to wrap around your make



Advertisement feature

To find out more about the ScanNCut
machine visit www.sewingcraft.brother.eu

Top ti�s f� your ScanNCut
• Choose 200gsm double-sided patterned 

paper for the design, as it is strong enough 
for the folded flowers but won’t be too bulky.  
A card wrap or simple ribbon will help keep 
the card closed to pop into an envelope.

• Add shading and embossed details to your 
flowers, but avoid adding anything that 
will prevent the mechanism from closing. 
Patterned papers, metallic markers, inks 
and glitter glues work well.

• If you prefer to score by hand, remove the 
the score lines from the template after 
scanning into your machine. After cutting, 
shape the petals with a scoring tool.

• If resizing a project, don’t forget to select all 
the items and ‘group’ them together first, so 
their proportions stay the same when cut. 
When cutting plain panels to layer with your 
patterned panels, make them all the same 
proportion to create matching frames.

1 Scan the pop-up flower templates 

into your ScanNCut machine using the 

scanning mat, selecting ‘scan to cut’. Load 

the cutting mat and cut the pop-up flower 

shape at 100mm seven times. Decorate 

the flowers with inks, a silver marker and 

glitter glue. Fold the flowers along the 

scored lines and layer the petals together.

4 Add glue to the tips of the two outer petals 

of the fourth folded flower. Take a fifth folded 

flower and attach the outer petals to the 

second and fourth folded flowers. Add a sixth 

folded flower and attach to the outer petals 

of the fourth and third folded flowers. The 

fifth and sixth flowers will now be on top.

2 Create seven full flowers and press down

firmly to fold them in half. Take one of the

folded flowers and add glue to the tips of

the two outer petals. Take a second folded

flower and attach one of the outer petals to

the petal on the first folded flower. Attach

the outer petal of a third folded flower to the

right-hand side of the first folded flower.

5 Add glue to the tips of the petals at the 

point where the top three folded flowers 

meet. Take the seventh flower and attach to 

the folded flowers. Leave the flowers to fully 

dry. Cover a 150mm square white base with 

145mm squares of patterned paper. Add 

six green leaves to the inside of the base.

3 Add glue to the tips of the petals in the 

centre of the three folded flowers. Take 

a fourth folded flower and attach to the 

centre of the petals to cover the first folded 

flower. Be sure to only apply glue to the 

very tips of the petals on the flowers, as 

otherwise the larger flower won’t open 

properly when the card is opened.

6 Add glue to the central petal on one side 

of the folded pop-up and attach to the right 

of the inside of the base. Attach the central 

panel on the other side to the left of the 

base. Add flower stickers and a sentiment. 

Create a belly band from patterned paper, 

top with a sticker and slot over your design.
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Have a beautiful day
1 Layer a 145mm square of foliage paper onto a 150mm square white base.

2 Die cut a wreath from card and attach to the base. Fussy cut a fox, tuck
behind the wreath and secure. Add fussy-cut foliage to the left-hand side of

the wreath.3 Die cut a poinsettia from white card and add to the wreath.
Stamp the greeting onto foliage paper and layer onto white card. Attach to
the centre of the wreath. Add a twine bow and curl the tails across the card. 

4 To finish, add red gems to the poinsettia and berries.

Happy birthday
1 Layer a 140mm square of patterned paper onto blue paper and attach to

a 150mm square base.2 Fussy cut a wreath and attach to the base. Fussy
cut foliage and a robin, then attach to the base, tucking the robin behind

the foliage.3 Wrap twine around the branch and secure. Stamp the
sentiment onto white card and trim into a pennant. Layer onto a larger blue

banner. Attach to the left of the robin. Add gems to the berries, to finish.

December birthdays often get
forgotten in the festive rush, so
make a loved one feel special
with these charming makes.  

By Ruth Hamilton

Winter birthday

Shopping list
Paper Boutique A Sprinkle of
Winter decorative paper pad

and embellishment pad

From Creative Crafting World

Tonic Studios Under the
Mistletoe Wreaths die set                                               

From Crafts 4 Less

White card, sentiment stamps,
black ink pad, red gems, twine
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

For a special 

friend
1 Layer a 145mm square of blue
patterned paper onto a 150mm

square base.2 Layer a 125mm
square of squirrel-patterned paper 
onto a 130mm square of card.

Attach to the base at an angle.3 Die
cut a wreath from card and add to
the base. Stamp the sentiment onto
white card, trim and layer onto blue
card. Attach to the centre of the

wreath.4 Fussy cut two hares and
attach to the left of the wreath with
foam pads. Add red gems and a 
twine bow, to finish.

The event



1 Happy New Year!

1 Trima30x40mmstripofbluepatternedpaperandlayerontogoldmirrorcard.

2 Layera130mmsquareofstarburstpaperontogoldmirrorcardandaddtoa

140mmsquarebase.Addthebluestriptothebase.3 Trimthesentimentpanel,

layerontogoldmirrorcardthenwhitecardandattachtothebaseusingfoam

pads.4 Addgemstothestarburstcentresandtothetopper.Adddotsofglitter

gluetothesentimentandborderstrip, tofinish.

3 Celebrate in style

1 Layera130mmsquareofblueandgoldpatternedpaperonto

whitethengoldcard.Attachtoa140mmsquarebase.2 Layera

90x130mmpieceofnavyandgoldpatternedpaperontogoldthen

whitecardandattachtothebase.3 Trimanarrowstrip, layeronto

whitethengoldcardandaddtothebase.4 Fussycutthesentiment

andanavyandgoldembellishmentthatmatchestheborderstrip.

Addtheembellishmenttothesentimentandlayerontogoldthen

whitecard.Addtothebase,tofinish.

your bonus
papers

See the year out in style and make
glamorous cards with designs by

Carolyne Knott using Jenny Ellory’s
Art Deco papers and toppers

2 Thanks for everything

1 Layera130mmsquareofpinkandgoldpaperontogoldmirrorcardthen

attachtoa140mmsquarebase.2 Addgoldbradstothecircles,asshown.Add

goldglittergluetotheleaves.Leavetodry.3 Trima75mmsquareanda

30x20mmstripofstarburstpaper.Cutthesquareinhalf tomaketriangles.

Addthetrianglesandthestriptogoldmirrorcardthenaddtothebase,as

shown.4 Trimthe‘Thanksforeverything’sentimenttopper, layerontogold

mirrorcardandaddtothebase,tofinish.

6 ideas f�

Bonus papers... inspiration



 P�int 
AT HOME!
to download for free  

from www.cardmaking 
andpapercraft.com

Click on ‘Cardmaking’  
then ‘Cardmaking 

Papers’ on our website

4 You are fabulous
1 Layerapieceofstarburstpaperonto gold mirror card. Position it at an 

angleona130mmsquareofpinkandgold paper (don’t stick it down yet). 

2 Trimtheedgesofthestarburstpaper, add it to a piece of gold card, then 

attachtothepinkandgoldpaper.3 Addthe panel to a 140mm square base. 

Trimasentimentandattach to the base using foam pads.

5 Art Deco season
1 Layera125x130mmpieceofpinkandgoldpatternedpaperontogold

mirrorcardthena130mmsquareofwhitecard.2Layerthepanelonto

goldmirrorcardandattachtoa140x114mmwhitebase.3 Trima

sentimentandlayerontogoldmirrorcard.Triman80x75mmpieceof

blueandgoldpatternedpaperandlayerontogoldmirrorcard.Addboth

piecestothebase,asshown.4 Addgoldandblackgems,tofinish.

6  Season’s 
greetings
1 Layer a 130mm square piece of 
geometric paper onto gold mirror card 
then attach to a white base. 2 Trim a 
130x50mm piece of starburst paper 
and layer onto gold mirror card. Add to 
the base. 3 Trim a narrow border and 
add to a piece of gold card. Add to the 
base. Trim the sentiment and add to 
the base, as shown, using foam pads. 
4 Add gems, to finish.
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Bonus papers... inspiration

M�e designs to try...

Hayley’s top tip
“Use layers of gold mirror card 
to give your Art Deco cards a 
glamorous edge!”
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Crafter’s Q&A

Create dimension with 
découpage cards

I’d like to try découpage, are there any 
easy projects I could start with? 

Margaret Petty, Wiltshire

Dorothy says: Découpage is when you layer

images on top of each other, with each layer smaller 

than the one before. The layers can be separated

using silicone glue or foam pads in a range of

thicknesses. You can get plenty of practice with

découpage by using the Christmas Woodland pack from

Hobbycraft it has enough paper, card and printed

images to make at least 36 cards. Within the pack there are

only one or two extra layers that are pre-cut and need

popping out but, to show you the possibilities, I’ve added a

few extra elements to this card. I layered a contrasting panel

onto a pretty base card then added three layers of stocking 

découpage on top. Next, I added sentiment and pine

toppers to create an extra layer. I added a ribbon bow 

and gems from the pack, to finish off the card. 

Dorothy Wood
Dorothy is
an expert
crafter who
loves trying
out the latest
cardmaking
techniques.
She has also

written over 20 craft books!
This issue she shares her
crafty wisdom on the rubber
band technique and tips on
how to recreate delicate 
papercut designs.

Jo Nevill
Jo works on
the design
team for
Simon Says
Stamp and is
also a designer
here at
Cardmaking

& Papercraft. She loves to fix
your crafty dilemmas! This
issue she advises on suitable
designs for a church-going
friend and shares clever
design ideas for coordinating
Christmas cards and tags.

Thomas Poad
Cardmaking
& Papercraft’s
Thomas is a
real whizz with
new techniques
and has his
finger on the
pulse when it

comes to the latest trends and 
products. This month he
reveals the di�erence
between the various types
of 3D liquid drops and finds
a vintage telephone stamp. 

I’ve seen some liquid drops in my local craft shop that
you use to create your own embellishments. Can you 
tell me how they work, please? 
Angie Whyles, Canvey Island

Thomas says: There are lots of different drops on

the market, but I especially like the range from Nuvo,

which are idea for creating 3D embellishments, such

as dots, swirls and flourishes. There are three different

types that you might want to try, depending on the

look you’re going for. Crystal Drops are a self-levelling

liquid that keeps the dots rounded and you can use

them directly on card or on a non-stick sheet. If you

use the latter, you can create several dots at once and

store them until you need them. Crystal Drops come 

in 36 eye-catching colours. If you want a more

translucent finish to your dots, you’ll need Jewel

Drops, which come in more subtle colours for a softer

touch. If you’re going for a more glamorous finish then

grab yourself some Glitter Drops, which will add a 

touch of sparkle to your makes. Have fun!

Make your own
embellishments
with Nuvo Drops

Write to us

Crafter’s Q&A, Cardmaking & Papercraft, 

Immediate Media, Eagle House,  

Colston Avenue, Bristol,  

BS1 4ST

Likeus

Find us on Facebook at www.

facebook.com/cardmakingmag

and share your latest makes and 

questions with us.

Tweet us

Get in touch by tweeting

us @cardmaking_mag

for helpful cardmaking  

hints and tips. 

Emailus

Email your proud creations

and crafty enquiries to us at 

writetous@cardmaking 

andpapercraft.com
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Dorothy says: This clever technique is where you wrap

rubber bands around an acrylic stamping block, colour them

up and then stamp! With these simple tools you can create

geometric patterns that can be used as accents and

backgrounds. For this card, I chose a small square acrylic

block and stretched half a dozen similarly sized, thin bands

around the block. For a solid line make sure the rubber band

lies flat but if you are looking for a more random pattern

leave it slightly twisted. The easiest way to apply colour is to

use the chisel tip end of an alcohol marker simply draw

along each rubber band and then stamp onto paper or card.

To create the squares, I used two shades of grey and a gold 

pen, creating six slightly different patterns.

I’d like to make a card for my friend from 
church, do you know of any papers? 
June Richards, via Facebook

Jo says: Hunkydory has the most beautiful patterned

card and card toppers, which your friend from church

will like. They are traditional in style but with modern,

opulent colours. The set I used is called Peace and

Goodwill and I made a 155mm square card so I could

use all of the gorgeous toppers and frames. I cut a piece

of slate-coloured card to 147mm square and a piece of

patterned card to 141mm square and attached them to

a white base. I attached the topper frames to the base

using double-sided tape and the topper centre and the

sentiment with foam pads. I think this luxury topper

makes a card look very professional and I am sure your 

friend will love this peace card, too. 

Can you show me what the rubber 
band technique is, please? 
Kelly Williams, Chester

Rememberwhenphoneshadacurlycord,aclassicdialandabell ring?
Neithercanwe,butwedolovethisvintagetelephoneimmortalisedin
theIt’sForYoustampsetfromAltenew!Withsentiments including‘Call
me!’and‘Ringring!,’use the stamps to remind a friend that you’re only a 
phonecallaway.
Altenew It’s For You stamps, £12, www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

Create fun backgrounds 

with rubber bands

Use pretty frame

toppers to add a

touch of opulence

1 Consider keeping
embossing powders in a
shaker while you’re using
them, this makes them
easier to apply and means
you won’t add too much
powder. To store embossing
powder, keep each colour in
an airtight box and leave a
plastic spoon in there so you
can use the powder straight
from the box. You can also 
tip any excess powder
straight back into the box.

2When stamping your
image, make sure you use
plenty of ink– this will help
the powder to stick to the
surface and therefore create
a more crisp image. If the
pattern or image you are
embossing has small details
then you’ll need a super fine 
embossing powder. 

3 If you want to emboss
a sentiment or have more
controlled coverage, use an
embossing pen. Use the pen
to add outlines and shadows
to images or words or you
can use it to add freehand
designs and flourishes to
any gaps in your design. 

4 To add a really glossy
finish to your makes, heat
emboss a few layers of clear
enamel embossing powder
over the stamped image.
Then sprinkle, heat and
repeat until you have built up 
a smooth shiny surface.

5 For extra dimension,
stamp your image or
sentiment and dry emboss.
Then, stamp over the motif 
or sentiment and heat
emboss with your chosen
powder to give the stamped
image a raised appearance. 

FOR HEAT

EMBOSSING

5 TIPS

Dorothy says: I am a fan of Rob Ryan, too his

hand-cut designs are so intricate. I found a delightful die

set and chose pretty blue pearlised paper to die cut the

elements for a woodland scene. I then cut the tall tree and

rabbit on the reverse side to create a mirror image. I

arranged the elements onto white card, cutting a curved

slope from spare paper to hide the gap below the tree

trunks. Glue everything into position, stamp and emboss

a sentiment then add lines in silver pen to create the

papercut effect. Trim the card to size and mount onto a

slightly larger base covered in the same paper, to finish. 

I love the Rob Ryan style of
papercutting and I’d love to create 
a festive version for a card. 
Sandra Rose, Ellesmere Port

The Christmas Tree Shadow Box

die set, £14.99 from www.sizzix.co.uk
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My sister has a new job teaching in 
China and I’d like to send her a good 
luck card. Please can you help?
Jenifer Murray, Texas, USA 

Jo says: Rico Design has the perfect Chinese Cats pack,

which you can use to make your special card, it has a set of

stamps, a mini ink pad and patterned papers to match the

stamps design. Asian design often features panels, together

with red and gold, which are considered to be lucky colours.

I stuck with this theme and used all of the stamps in the set!

For this card, I heat embossed the main cat with gold 

embossing powder and edged each panel with a gold 

marker pen. I stamped the other cats and sentiments with

black ink and edged each panel with a gold marker pen. I

loved working with this fun and quirky collection and I am

sure your sister will adore her good luck card. 

I’d like to make a coordinating

card and gift tag. Please help!

Shona Kennedy, Telford

Jo says: I love the traditional, rustic style of Heidi

Swapp’s Winter Wonderland Christmas clear stamp

set; it features images, sentiments and patterned

stamps, which are ideal for making a matching card

and gift tag. For the papers I found some rustic

patterned papers in my stash, enough for both the

card and the tag. First, I heat embossed the stag’s

head directly onto a piece of patterned paper with

gold embossing powder and stamped the holly

leaves and berries with ink. I die cut a couple of tags

from tartan patterned paper and added these to the

base and tag. I attached the panel using foam pads,

then stamped and fussy cut the sentiment and added

it to the base. Then I added a red and white baker’s

twine bow to the tartan tags and punched some leaf

fronds, adding some Picket Fence Distress Stickles,

and attached them behind the sentiment, to finish. I

love the rustic, cosy feel of this matching card and

gift tag set and hope that you do, too.

We love sharing tips

on our Facebook page. 

Recently we discussed 

mindfulness and how we 

like to relax and unwind. 

Here are some of our

readers’ top comments…

� I sit in my room with a coffee
and plan my next project.
Wendy Hogarth

� I like to unwind and relax by
reading and escaping into a
world of fantasy.
Patricia Moore

�Sorting my craft room helps
me to relax. It gives me great
pleasure to see everything
tidied away in its place.
Cheryll Millington

� I find making cards when I
am able really helps me to
relax – I get completely
absorbed!
Laurel Gausden

�Making cards and listening
to music is really relaxing
when done together – it’s the
perfect
combination!
Roz Scearce

� I am obsessed
with making
cards and
bookmarks,
which I use. I
also love
drawing,
papercrafting
and stitching –
here is one of
the stitched
bookmarks I
recently made.
Catriona Kupper

Where can I find...

…kraft and foil 

papers?

Glamorous foil 

accents 

contrast 

brilliantly with 

muted kraft 

backgrounds and 

that’s why we’re 

loving these paper 

designs with a 

di�erence from 

Hobbycraft’s own collection. The 

Assorted Kraft and Foil paper pad is 

available in two sizes and contains 12 

designs including feathers, dots and 

circles in eye-catching silver, gold and 

teal finishes. Use them to create 

backgrounds, die-cut details and 

more. With 24 sheets for £3 for a 6x6 

pad, or £6 for a 12x12 pad, this is a 

great value addition to your stash. 

Assorted kraft and foil 12x12 paper pad, £6,  

www.hobbycraft.co.uk

…stitched papers?

This Pretty Stitches 6x6 paper pad 

from Sticker Kitten has it all sewn up 

when it comes to adding homespun 

patterns to your cards and makes. 

Use this bright collection to add neat 

borders, frames and accents in fresh, 

zingy colours. These mix and match 

papers come in 15 colourful designs 

and there are 

30 sheets in 

the pad. 

Sticker Kitten 

Pretty Stitches 

paper pad, £5.99, 

www.sticker 

kitten.co.uk

Send good wishes with
a Chinese lucky cat

Tweet your top tips, crafty
questions and comments
to @cardmaking_mag or log
on to www.facebook.com/
cardmakingmag to share your  
tips with fellow crafters.

Share your top tipsUse a matching  
card and tag to 
complement a gift

Your ti�s
    & advice
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Meet the expert
An artist by trade, Clare has been 
cardmaking for years, and loves 
discovering new techniques, 
including quilling, stamping  
and paper piecing.
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Knowhow technique

Create the most opulent of Christmas 
cards with these glorious designs 

crafted with gilding flakes and wax. 
By Clare Buswell

As good  
as gold

S
pread lots of festive cheer this 

Christmas with these 

eye-catching baroque designs 

made with gilding wax and flakes.

For these cards Clare used 3D 

Texture Fades embossing folders 

from Tim Holtz, which give a really 

deep impression. After embossing 

the card, Clare added layers of 

gilding flakes to ‘paint’ the embossed 

edges to really emphasise the 

stunning textured finish.

Clare also used gilding wax on the 

designs to add extra dimension to 

the raised edges. Gilding wax is best 

applied using your fingers, as you 

can work the wax into the textured 

card, just as long as you are gentle 

and avoid damaging the embossed 

edges. And don’t forget to wear 

gloves to protect your hands!

Gilding wax can also be used to 

decorate toppers or charms to give 

an ornate finish. Clare has created 

glorious star details to adorn her 

makes using this technique.

The Starry Night collection from 

Kaisercraft was used for these 

designs, and the navy palette of the 

collection makes the gilded details 

really stand out. Pair your gilding 

wax with kraft card for a timeless feel 

or red for a glitzy update on a 

traditional colour scheme. 

Shopping list
Sizzix Tim Holtz Elegant 3D 

Texture Fades embossing 

folder, Radiant and Star Trim 

3D Impresslits 

From Sizzix

Cosmic Shimmer Inca Gold 

gilding flakes, Moonlight Gold 

Luna paste, Autumn Bronze 

gilding wax, Cosmic Shimmer 

flake and glitter glue 

From Joanna Sheen 
 

Kaisercraft Starry Night 12x12 

papers, stickers, collectables, 

Let it Snow stamps          

From Merly Impressions

Die-cutting machine, heat tool, 

white card, gold mirri card, gold 

embossing powder, VersaMark 

ink, ribbon, paintbrushes, soft 

cloth, gems, craft sheet, 

disposable gloves, spray bottle 

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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1 Spray a 115x152mm piece of black card

with water on both sides. Place in the 3D 

embossing folder and run through a

die-cutting machine three times. Set aside 

to dry or dry using a heat tool. 

2 Carefully apply flake and glitter glue to

the raised sections of the embossed card

panel using a small paintbrush, working the

glue into all of the crevices. Allow the glue to 

dry clear, it will remain tacky. 

5 Trim the gilded panel to 100x130mm

and wrap with ribbon. Add to a 108x140mm 

base covered with black card. Attach a

sentiment panel to the base with foam pads. 

Attach a ribbon bow, to finish.

Merry Christmas
Wow your loved ones come Christmas Day with a

gilded design that is bursting with baroque charm

4 Using a sti� bristled stencil brush or

rough sponge, rub the gilded surface in a

circular motion. Smaller particles of flakes

will fill any gaps in the gilding and any excess 

will come o�, leaving a clean finish. 

3 Holding the embossed panel over a

craft sheet, pour gilding flakes onto the

tacky surface of the embossed card using a

large stencil brush. Cover all the embossed

areas and gently smooth with your fingers. 

“Cover any parts of the design you
don’t want to be gilded with low-

tack tape or a stencil”

T�y this



Turn the
page f�

even m�e
designs

Clare’s top tip
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1 Spray a 115x152mm piece of
beige card with water. Emboss 
the panel using the 3D
embossing folder and leave to
dry. Rub gilding wax across the
entire surface of the panel. Add
a layer of Luna paste across the
surface by using a soft cloth in 
circular motions.

2 Trim the embossed panel
to 98x95mm and layer onto a
98x132mm piece of musical 
note-patterned paper. 

3 Die cut a star and a 98mm
length of star border. Apply
flake and glitter glue to the star
border and add gold gilding 

flakes. Brush o� any excess.
Apply gilding wax to the die-cut
star followed by a layer of Luna
paste. Attach the border to the
bottom of the embossed panel. 

4 Stamp a sentiment onto
black card in VersaMark ink,
apply gold embossing powder 
and heat to set. Trim to
62x67mm and layer onto a
piece of gold mirri card. Attach
to the base with foam pads. 

5 Cover a 108x140mm base
with black card. Add the panel. 
Attach the gilded star to 
the base with foam
pads. Add a gem.

Believe in the magic

Layer up embossing for a
raised e�ect and to make
your sentiments stand out

“Spray the card with water before
embossing – this will give a sharper 

result on the embossed edges”

Create ornate gilded
borders and frames to
finish o� your makes

1 Emboss a piece of black card
using the 3D embossing folder.
Apply flake and glitter glue to the
embossed edges, add gilding
flakes and gently brush o�
excess. Trim to 85x20mm. Layer
onto an 85x120mm piece of gold 
snow-patterned paper. 

2 Die cut the small star border.
Rub with gilding wax and a layer
of Luna paste. Attach to the
embossed panel. Layer onto a
95x120mm piece of grey card.
Wrap ribbon around the panel. 

3 Die cut the large radiant star,
apply flake and glitter glue and
add gold gilding flakes. Rub a
paintbrush over the panel to
remove any excess. Layer a
circular sentiment sticker onto
gold card, cut into a circle and 
attach to the die-cut star. 

4 Cover a 108x140mm base with
a piece of black card. Attach the
embossed panel to the base. Add
the star sentiment to the base
using foam pads. Add two gold
gems to the base, to finish. 

Bright star



Next
month

Glimmer Mist
backgrounds

Clare’s top tip
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Tie your look together with
foiled patterned papers 

1 Emboss a piece of black
card using the 3D
embossing folder. Apply
flake and glitter glue to the
embossed edges, add
gilding flakes and brush o�
any excess. Trim to 95mm
square. Layer onto a larger 
square of grey card. 

2 Trim poinsettia paper to
127mm square. Wrap black
ribbon around the panel. 

3 Die cut the small star
border from black card and 

rub with gilding wax. Layer
onto the ribbon. Attach to a 
127mm square base.

4 Stamp the sentiment
onto a piece of black card
using VersaMark ink and
heat emboss with gold.
Trim to 27x105mm and
layer onto a 30x108mm
piece of gold mirri card.

5 Attach the embossed
panel to the base. Add the
sentiment panel to the base
with foam pads, to finish.

Christmas cheer

1 Emboss a piece of black
card using the 3D
embossing folder. Add
gliding wax to a soft cloth 
and apply to the
embossed areas in a
circular motion. Trim to
measure 95mm square
and layer onto grey card.

2 Attach the embossed
panel to a 127mm square
of music sheet-patterned
paper using double-sided 
tape, as shown. 

3 Die cut the large star
border, and rub the
surface with gilding wax.
Wrap gold ribbon around
the panel and attach the
star border. Attach the
panel to a 127mm square 
white base card.

4 Layer a trimmed
sentiment onto grey card.
Attach to the base with 
foam pads. Add a
poinsettia topper with
foam pads, to finish. 

Wonderful time  
of the year

Attach your sentiments and
toppers with foam pads for 
even more dimension

“If you can never seem to
cut a straight edge using

scissors, use a guillotine to
trim card or paper layers”



Sarah Jackman Read
This month,

Sarah has been

crafting with the

papers and

stickers from

the Ho Ho Ho

cardmaking kit

from Hobbycraft to create four

super-sweet designs.

Fleur Pearson
Leave your

loved ones

swooning this

Christmas

with Fleur’s

four designs

crafted with

the Enchanted Swan die cuts

and paper pad from docrafts.

Lisa Plummer
Lisa has made

four seasonal

cards using

the Together

for Christmas

paper pack

from Pink

aislee, pairing the designs

with vellum and tartan ribbon.

Sarah-Jane Rae
Sarah-Jane

has crafted

four classy

designs using

the Merlot and

Navy paper

pad from

apermaker – perfect for

festive well wishes.

16
Quick projects
for December

Find inspiration for quick and easy
last-minute Christmas cards,

winter birthdays and more

Quick makes

This month’s designers

Quick makes
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Design by Lisa Plummer

1 Layer a 135mm square of dotty
paper onto a 140mm square of
striped paper then a 145mm
square base. Cut a curved
scalloped edge down one side of
two 40x130mm strips of striped 
paper. Attach to the base.

2 Trim the tree border to 130mm
and attach to the base. Layer the 
snow globe topper onto pine
cone-patterned paper then add  
to the base with foam pads.

3 Layer the snow globe sticker
onto a die-cut snow globe, add
acetate to the aperture and fill
with glitter. Add foam tape around 
the aperture and add another
snow globe to the reverse to
create a shaker. Add to the base.

4 Add the ‘Celebrate’ topper,
a snowflake and star sequins.

Celebrate

1 Layer a 138mm square of berry
paper onto a 140mm square of
red card then a 145mm tent-fold
base. Layer a 38x135mm piece of 
leaf paper onto a 50x135mm
piece of striped paper then attach 
to the centre of the base.

2 Trim the poinsettia topper
to 154x100mm and layer onto
a larger piece of red card. Attach 
to the base with foam pads.

3 Trim the ‘Merry Christmas’
topper, layer onto plaid paper and
attach to the base. Add flower
toppers to the base with foam
pads. Add sequins, glitter and 
adhesive pearls, to finish.

Merry Christmas

Quick makes

Shopping list
Pink Paislee Together For
Christmas 12x12 vellum,
stickers, 12x12 paper pad

From Hey Little Magpie

White and coloured card,
Stickles gold and red glitter
glue, gems, adhesive pearls
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
Pink Paislee Together For
Christmas 12x12 vellum,
stickers, 12x12 paper pad

From Hey Little Magpie

Die-cutting machine,
scallop-edged dies, snow

globe die, white card,
glitter, sequins

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Design by Lisa Plummer
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Design by Lisa Plummer

1 Distress the edges of a 135mm
square of holly paper with green
ink then layer onto a 140mm 
square of plaid paper.

2 Wrap tartan ribbon around the
layered panel then attach to a
145mm square base. Trim the ‘Joy
to the world’ topper, layer onto
plaid paper then attach to the
base with foam pads, as shown.

3 Tie a tartan ribbon bow and
attach to the right-hand side of
the base. Add stickers and gold
sequins to the wreath, to finish.

Joy to the world

1 Layer a 135mm square of red
patterned paper onto star paper
then a 145mm square tent-fold
base. Die cut a scalloped edge
along the bottom of a 130mm
square of striped paper. Add a
border with a fineliner then attach 
to the centre of the base.

2 Using the template on p91,
create the vellum pocket by
folding the panels inwards and
folding the front flap downwards 
and securing with a sticker.

3 Attach a 90mm square of red
patterned paper to the back of the
pocket then attach to the base.
Trim the sentiment toppers and
attach to the base. Tuck a journal
card into the pocket, to finish. 

Good tidings

Quick makes

Shopping list
Pink Paislee Together For

Christmas 12x12 vellum,

stickers, 12x12 paper pad

From Hey Little Magpie

White card, tartan ribbon,

Tim Holtz Peeled Paint

Distress Ink, sequins

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
Pink Paislee Together For

Christmas 12x12 vellum,

stickers, 12x12 paper pad

From Hey Little Magpie

White card, fineliner

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Design by Lisa Plummer
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Design by Fleur Pearson

1 Trim navy snowflake paper to
140mm square and attach to a
145mm square base. Cut grey
snowflake paper to measure
130mm square and attach to the 
base at an angle.

2 Attach three flag die cuts to the
top of the grey square with foam
pads. Add two baubles below the
flags. Add adhesive gems above 
the baubles, as shown.

3 Cover three snowflake die cuts
with a layer of Glossy Accents and 
attach to the base. Add the
sentiment topper with foam pads.

Winter wishes 

Design by Fleur Pearson

1 Trim swan-patterned paper to
145mm square and layer onto a
150mm square base. Trim the
swan border to 25mm. Attach
to the base with foam pads.

2 Create a bow from swan-
patterned paper and attach to the
top of the ‘Season’s greetings’ 
tag. Attach to the base.

3 Add the crown topper to the 
base with foam pads. Add
adhesive pearls, to finish.

Season’s greetings

Quick makes

F�
a great
�iend

Shopping list
docrafts Enchanted Swan
A4 paper pad and die cuts 

From The Range

White card, adhesive pearls
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
docrafts Enchanted Swan
A4 paper pad and die cuts 

From The Range

White card, Glossy Accents,
adhesive gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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Design by Fleur Pearson

1 Score and fold white card to
create a 150mm square base.
Add a 145mm square of grey
snowflake paper and layer onto
the base. Add a 100mm diamond 
of feather vellum to the base.

2 Attach two strips of patterned
papers to the left-hand side of the 
base. Add a tab to the base.

3 Layer together three toppers
and attach to the centre of the
vellum diamond. Add three
adhesive pearls to the base.

With love

1 Trim berry-patterned paper to
140mm square and attach to the
centre of a 145mm square white
base. Tear a 145mm square of
pink vellum in half diagonally and 
attach to the base, as shown.

2 Attach a bow flag to the
top-right corner of the base. Add
a 140mm strip of berry paper to
the top of the base. Snip an angle
into one end of a strip of foliage
paper and attach to the base.

3 Attach the wreath and swan
toppers to the base with foam
pads. Add glitter to the edges
of a sentiment topper and a pink
banner and attach to the base.
Add adhesive pearls to finish.

Serene scene

Design by Fleur Pearson

Thomas’ top tip
“Add a glittery border to your
sentiment toppers for a sparkling 
finish on your designs”

Quick makes

Shopping list
docrafts Enchanted Swan
A4 paper pad and die cuts 

From The Range

White card, glitter,
adhesive pearls

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
docrafts Enchanted Swan
A4 paper pad and die cuts 

From The Range

White card, adhesive gems
From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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Design by Sarah Jackman Read

1 Add a 128mm square of dark

green card to a 130mm square

base. Trim present paper to

120mm square, round the

corners and add to the base.

2 Add a 65mm stitched square of

mint card to the top-right corner.

Trim Santa paper to 130x45mm,

layer onto pale blue card and

attach to the right-hand side.

3 Layer the découpage Santa and 

attach to a larger red circle.

Attach to the base with foam

pads. Attach a sentiment topper 

below the Santa topper.

4 Add a ribbon bow and a baker’s

twine bow below the sentiment

then attach a bauble topper on

top. Add an envelope tab in the

top-left corner then finish with 

red, gold and green gems.

Ho ho ho

Design by Sarah Jackman Read

1 Cover the front of a 130mm

square base with dark green card.

Round the corners of a 120mm

square of Santa paper and attach 

to the base, as shown.

2 Add an 80mm stitched square

of spotty card to the base. Layer a

130x45mm piece of heart paper

onto blue card. Add to the base.

3 Layer the ‘Happy Christmas’

topper onto a circle of heart paper 

then attach to the base. Add

ribbon and baker’s twine bows

and a heart topper to the base.

4 Add a reindeer topper to the

base with foam pads. Add a holly

topper and a sentiment topper to 

the base with foam pads. To

finish, add red and green gems.

With love

Quick makes

Shopping list
Ho Ho Ho card kit

From Hobbycraft

Die-cutting machine,

stitched square die, white

and coloured card, corner

punch, ribbon, baker’s

twine, gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
Ho Ho Ho card kit

From Hobbycraft

Die-cutting machine,

stitched square die, white

and coloured card, corner

punch, ribbon, baker’s

twine, gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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Design by Sarah Jackman Read

1 Cover a 130mm square base
with pale blue paper. Trim
snowflake paper to 120mm
square, round the corners and 
attach to the base.

2 Die cut a 90mm stitched circle
of spotty card and attach to the
base. Add a 130x45mm piece of
children-patterned paper, layer
onto burgundy card and attach to
the centre of the base, as shown.

3 Layer together the découpage
scene with foam pads and attach
to a 65mm square of grey paper.
Add to the base. Add ribbon and
baker’s twine bows and a present 
topper to the base.

4 Attach a sentiment to the top
of the base with foam pads. Add 
toppers and gems, to finish.

Happy Christmas

1 Cover a 130mm square base
with pale blue card. Trim
children-patterned paper to
120mm square, round the
corners and attach to the base.

2 Die cut a 90mm stitched circle
from mint card. Attach to the left
of the base, trimming away the
excess. Layer a 130x45mm piece 
of snowflake paper onto
burgundy card. Add to the base.

3 Layer the ‘Merry Christmas’
topper onto red card and attach
to the base with foam pads. Add
ribbon and baker’s twine bows to 
the base and top with a star.

4 Add a sentiment tab to the
top-right of the base and add a
holly sticker below the tab. To
finish, add red and green gems.

Merry Christmas

Design by Sarah Jackman Read

Quick makes

Shopping list
Ho Ho Ho card kit

From Hobbycraft

Die-cutting machine,

stitched circle die, white

and coloured card, corner

punch, ribbon, baker’s

twine, gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
Ho Ho Ho card kit

From Hobbycraft

Die-cutting machine,

stitched circle die, white

and coloured card, corner

punch, ribbon, baker’s

twine, gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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Design by Sarah-Jane Rae

1 Trim the 'Best wishes to you'
sentiment topper and layer onto a
foliage-patterned frame then a
larger square of merlot card.

2 Trim three 130x35mm strips of
script-patterned paper and layer
onto larger pieces of white card.

3 Trim a 145mm square of spotty
paper. Attach the layered strips
onto the square, spacing the
panels equally. Wrap two pieces
of baker’s twine around the panel 
and tie into a bow. Attach the
layered sentiment to the right of
the base. Add two gems, to finish.

Best wishes

Design by Sarah-Jane Rae

1 Remove the floral hexagon
topper from the sheet and layer it
onto a larger hexagon trimmed 
from white card.

2 Trim baroque paper to 145mm
square. Add a 55x145mm strip of
spotty paper onto the baroque
square. Wrap white and blue
twine around the panel and layer 
onto a 148mm square base.

3 Add the layered hexagon to the
base with foam pads. Add details
to the flowers with glitter glue.
Add an oval sentiment topper to 
the base, to finish.

Someone special

Quick makes

Shopping list
Papermaker Merlot and

Navy 8x8 paper stack

From Splash Crafts

White card, baker’s twine,
adhesive gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
Papermaker Merlot and

Navy 8x8 paper stack

From Splash Crafts

White card, baker’s twine,
foam pads

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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Design by Sarah-Jane Rae

1 Layer a floral square topper and
a sentiment topper onto larger
frames cut from black card.

2 Trim striped paper to 108mm
square and baroque paper to
145mm square. Layer the striped
paper onto black card then attach
to the baroque square. Attach to a 
148mm square black base.

3 Tie black baker’s twine into a
double bow and attach to the
floral square. Add black sequins 
to the base, to finish.

Have a great day

1 Remove a floral topper and a
circular sentiment topper from
the sheet and distress the edges 
with a navy ink pad. Attach a
vellum circle to the floral topper
and add the sentiment on top.

2 Trim spotty paper to 148mm
square. Layer a 45x145mm piece
of floral paper onto a 50x145mm
piece of striped paper then attach 
to the spotty square.

3 Wrap ribbon around the layered 
panel and attach to a 148mm
square navy base. Add the layered
sentiment to the base with foam
pads. Add sequins and a baker’s
twine bow to the base, to finish. 

Every moment

Design by Sarah-Jane Rae

Quick makes

Shopping list
Papermaker Merlot and

Navy 8x8 paper stack

From Splash Crafts

Black card, black baker’s
twine, sequins

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

Shopping list
Papermaker Merlot and

Navy 8x8 paper stack

From Splash Crafts

Die-cutting machine,
stitched circle die, white

card, vellum, navy ink pad,
baker’s twine, sequins

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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5 ideas with… mini dies
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5 ideas with…

1 Do not open until…
1 Layer a 60x120mm piece of purple card onto gold card. Layer a strip of
patterned paper onto gold card and wrap around the layered panel. Attach to a
70x130mm piece of kraft card. Punch a hole at the top and thread with ribbon. 

2 Die cut a 70mm frame from green patterned paper, layer onto a stag
trimmed from the patterned papers then add to the tag with foam pads.

Add fussy-cut flowers below the stag frame with foam pads.

3 Stamp the sentiment onto purple card and heat emboss in
white. Layer onto gold card and add to the tag. Die cut a white
bauble and layer onto a bauble cut from gold card. Add die-cut 

snowflakes, gems and a ribbon bow, to finish.

2 Merry Christmas
1 Using the template on p88, cut, score and fold a pop-up box card from a
295x150mm piece of white card. Cover the box panels with wreath paper and the tab
panels with floral paper. Cover the back panel with purple snowflake-patterned paper.                

2 Score two 100x30mm strips of card at 15mm from each end. Cover the middle
panel of each strip with snowflake paper. Attach the side tabs to the inside of the base, 
ensuring the base will fold flat. 

3 Die cut the date from card and layer onto a green die cut. Layer a die-cut sentiment
onto a purple oval. Layer die-cut baubles onto baubles cut from coloured card. Attach 
to strips of acetate then add to the inner panels. Add gems and a bow, to finish. 

mini dies
Designer Martina Murray shows that small can

be beautiful with these designs crafted with
Simply Creative’s new mini die collection, which

she has paired with Winter Rose papers from 
First Edition for a festive feel

Shopping list
First Edition Winter Rose 12x12 paper pad,

Simply Creative dies: Shooting Star, Merry

Christmas, Calendar Date, With Love,

Mitten, Bauble and Reindeer, Simply

Creative stamp sets: Christmas Present,

Christmas Sentiments and Deck the Halls 

From Crafter’s Companion

Die-cutting machine, tag dies, circle,

square and oval dies, gold and coloured

card, kraft gift bag, coloured ink pads,

embossing powders, VersaFine ink,

heat tool, ribbon, button, baker’s twine, 

acetate, gold bells, gems

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93
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5 ideas with… mini dies

3 Have a lovely Christmas

1 Layer a 125x175mm piece of stocking paper onto a larger piece of
star paper then cream card. Layer a 140x45mm strip of tree paper
onto cream card and wrap around the layered panel. Attach to a 
150x200mm pre-made kraft gift bag.

2 Stamp the sentiment and presents onto cream card with
VersaFine ink and heat emboss in gold. Die cut into a tag and a circle
then layer onto larger kraft die cuts. Distress the edges with red ink
and attach to the bag with foam pads. Thread bells onto baker’s
twine, tie into a bow and attach to the tag. Add a green ribbon bow.

3 Die cut the mittens from green and white card and layer together.
Attach to the bag with foam pads. To finish, add gems to the mittens.

4 With love

1 Layer a 135mm square of pine cone paper onto a larger square of

purple card then a 145mm square tent-fold base.

2 Layer a 110mm square of floral paper onto a 115mm square of white
card. Cut a 70mm scalloped square in the centre and attach acetate to

the reverse. Add foam tape around the frame. Place die-cut snowflakes
onto the acetate. Attach a 110mm square of striped paper onto the

reverse to create a shaker. Die cut a fancy frame from purple card and
attach to the front of the shaker. Add to the centre of the base.

3 Die cut the mittens and sentiment from red card and layer onto white
die cuts. Tie baker’s twine through a button and add to the base. Add
baker’s twine to the mittens and thread behind the button, to finish.

5 Deck the halls

1 Using the template on p87, cut a gift card envelope from a
290x147mm piece of cream card. Attach the edges of the second and
third panels together to create the central panel. Cover the side panels
with green patterned paper and the central panel with tartan paper. 

2 Stamp the sentiment onto a cream oval with green ink and add to the
left panel. Die cut star flourishes from gold card and add to the base.

3 Close the envelope and cover the front with tree paper layered onto
green card. Snip four triangles from gold card and add to the front.

4 Score a 225x40mm piece of cream card at 65mm and 150mm to
create a belly band. Cover the central panel with tartan and green card.
Die cut the reindeer from gold and brown card and layer together. Layer 
onto die-cut circles cut from coloured card and attach to the belly
band. Secure the band on the reverse and place around the envelope.

Wrap up your gift
cards in style with this
delightful envelope
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T
he most thrilling cardmaking

competition of the year has drawn to

a close and with entries from every

corner of the UK, you certainly kept us busy!

After opening sacks of envelopes, we were

joined by colleagues from our sister magazine

Papercraft Inspirations and had a fantastic day

judging every single entry.We were astounded

by the innovative range of cardmaking styles

on display and the wide variety of techniques 

showcased by our talented readers.  

It was a privilege to judge everyone’s cards

but now the time has come to announce the

overall winner, second place and 10 fantastic

runners-up! The winners and runners-up will

share a fabulous £2,840 bundle of prizes,

courtesy of our kind sponsors at Create

and Craft.The proud winner will also get the

chance to design cards and makes for both

Cardmaking & Papercraft and Papercraft

Inspirations. Look out for their debut selection 

of cards inside an issue on sale in 2020. 

Thanks to everyone who entered! We’re
thrilled to announce the winners of 2019’s

national Cardmaker of the Year competition!

The winners!

Ca
rdmaker
of the
year

201 9

Editor, Hayley, and Senior Production Editor, Thomas (bottom left)

were joined by Deputy Art Editor, Emma Jones, and Holly Spanner,

Section Editor of Papercraft Inspirations (above) on judging day

Cardmaker of the Year 2019, sponsored by Create and Craft
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Kelly Stallard
I am over the moon to have got to second 

place. I’m so thrilled and excited – it is a 

wonderful competition and I am honoured to 

e the second place winner out of so many 

abulous entries. When we moved house, 

ur new neighbour took me to a local craft 

centre and that’s where it all began; I bought 

a die-cutting machine and some stamps and 

haven’t looked back. I love the pleasure of 

making cards, which I find quite mindful, and I enjoy 

seeing someone receive a handmade card, tailored 

specifically for them.

Sam Clayton
It feels amazing to be crowned the winner of the 2019 Cardmaker 

of the Year competition! I was completely shocked and I cried 

when Hayley informed me that I had won; I honestly didn’t think I 

would. It was my first time entering and with the popularity of this 

competition, I never thought my cards would be picked! I have 

always been creative (it runs in my family) and I’ve tried every craft 

going but papercrafting is definitely my favourite. I love to create 

kinetic and 3D cards – when you see the surprised look on your 

loved ones’ faces, it makes it all worthwhile.

1st

2nd

Ca
rdmaker
of the 
year

201 9

Cardmaker of the Year 2019, sponsored by Create and Craft
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Cardmaker of the Year 2019 runners-up

won the third place prize in the 2017 

Cardmaker of the Year competition but,

after that, I lost my direction 

with papercraft for a while. 

Finding out that I was a 

runner-up has really 

motivated me to try my 

hand at cardmaking again.

ozomi Mullens

It’s hard to express in words how excited and 

emotional I became when I learned I was a runner-

p in this year’s competition. This 

as the first time I’d entered 

ardmaker of the Year and, even 

hough I didn’t feel confident, I’m 

so happy that I went for it. Thanks

so much for choosing my designs!

Linda Hunter

It’s wonderful to be awarded a runner-up prize in a national 

competition, I’m very much looking forward to experimenting with 

he prizes! I’ve been crafting since I was little but 

only concentrated my

e�orts on cardmaking

about six years ago – this

prize has been a great

confidence boost for me!

Natalie Mayer

Thank you so much for choosing my cards.

When Hayley notified me

that I was a runner-up in the

competition, I couldn’t quite

elieve it – I was absolutely over

the moon and now I can’t wait

to see the winners’ cards in

rint. Thanks so much!

Kate Wotton
It feels surreal to have been chosen as a runner-

up in the Cardmaker of the Year competition.

I can’t believe my three cards

were chosen. It means a lot to

my confidence to have got this

far in the competition, I’m really

thankful! I can’t wait to receive

my prizes in the post.

Lynne Bell

hank you so much for selecting me

s a runner-up.There are so many

lented cardmakers and to be

osen among all of the entries is

uch a fabulous feeling. Seeing my

ard in the magazine will be the

cing on the cake.Thanks again

for choosing my cards!

I am thrilled to be a runner-up in the Cardmaker of  

the Year competition. I began cardmaking over 10 

years ago and over this time, my craft

stash and passion for papercrafting

has grown. Crafting is a fantastic 

hobby and I would recommend 

that anyone give it a try – just 

think outside the box!

Amy Wilks

Ying X Cowan

Cheryl Morgan

I tried out some new techniques with the designs  

I created for the competition, and I think they are 

the best cards I have made so far 

his year. As I was making them I 

elt my cardmaking skills had really 

proved! I’m so thankful this 

ompetition gave me and others 

the opportunity to get crafting. 

I’ve never entered anything like this before

so to have been placed as a runner-up 

s fabulous. It’s a great 

experience to enter 

a competition like this, so

fingers crossed for next year! Thanks

for choosing my designs, I can’t wait to get

crafting with the prizes.

Michelle McCarthy

It was a lovely surprise to hear that I was a runner-

p. Winning makes me feel less guilty bout ll

e stash I have accumulated! I 

et a great deal of enjoyment out 

of making cards, which are often 

r charity, and it’s nice to know 

ey are appreciated – like most 

cardmakers, I am my worst critic. 

Margrit Forrester



Copper Tinsel embossing

powder, £4.24, Wendy Vecchi

Garden Patina embossing

powder, £4.24

www.rangerink.com
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T�end 
spo�er

Welcome in the new year 
with an exciting collection 
ofproductstocelebrate

2020!

Happy new year! 

In with the new     
Tinkerncodigital Minutes to 

Midnight gold foil digital papers, 

£4.80 www.etsy.com

ArtStamped Chinese New Year

postage stamps, £14.50

www.etsy.com

Happy new–hic!       
Tonic Studios Party Celebrations 

Frame die set, £14.99

www.tonic-studios.co.uk

Oooh! Aaah!
 

Taylored Expressions Freedom & 

Fireworks stamp set, £12.75 

www.diestodiefor.com 

Razzle dazzle                                                     
Nuvo Golden Years confetti, £9.99 

www.tonic-studios.co.uk

 

miviDesign Champagne 

onfetti, £3.80 www.etsy.com

Starry night
 

Sue Wilson Starry Happy  

New Year dies, £5.50 

www.iconuk.co.uk

Trend spotter



Sara’s diary

Sara’s diary
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Left: Sara back on Create & Craft TV
Right: Sara demonstrating the brand new
Flower Forming Foam at Chesterfield

Top left: Sara with her hot pink cake
pops, baked for Macmillan
Bottom left: Charlie is a baking whizz

Sara partying at the North
East Entrepreneur Awards

H
ello! It’s great to be back to share 

some more behind-the-scenes fun 

and another creative project with 

you all! I’ve had a fantastic month spending 

quality time with my boys, hosting a 

workshop at our Chesterfield store and 

demonstrating on Create & Craft TV. 

Charlie and I spent a little bit of time 

together baking for a recent Macmillan 

coffee morning, making hot pink cake pops! 

The girls rocked the coffee morning in their 

Strong Girls’ Club T-shirts, and we had a 

brilliant day of fundraising for a great cause.

It was our Chesterfield store’s third 

birthday last month, so I travelled down to 

the store to celebrate with the wonderful staff 

and demonstrate our new Flower Forming 

Foam kit. Following my demo, customers 

were given the chance to get their hands on 

the foam and create their own projects, 

which was great fun and meant I was able to 

meet and chat to crafters old and new. There 

were a few familiar faces and lots of lovely 

new crafters to meet, too – I had such a 

fabulous day and I hope everyone who 

attended enjoyed it as much as I did.   

Last month also saw me back on your  

TV screens, as I demonstrated some of our 

newest launches and filmed some new 

promos, so keep your eyes peeled for those. 

As always, it was lovely catching up with the 

team over at Create & Craft – it’s like a 

second home! Finally, Simon and I got 

dressed up to attend the very glitzy North 

East Entrepreneur Awards, held at the Hilton 

in Newcastle. We had a fantastic night, but 

what made it even better was getting to share 

it with some of our fantastic staff.

That’s all for now – happy crafting!

“It was lovely catching up with the team over  
at Create & Craft – it’s like a second home!”

This month, Sara baked 
for charity, returned to 
Create & Craft TV 

and got glitzy 
for an awards 

night    
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Sara’s diary

1 Create a 220x296mm tent-fold base from

white card. Place the ‘Merry’ die across the fold

line and die cut to create a pop-up sentiment. Add

a red mirror die-cut to the sentiment, as shown.

2 Trim a piece of gold glitter card to

200x145mm and attach to the card front. Trim

two 128x90mm pieces of white card.

3 Stamp layer 1 of the Holly layer stamp onto

the panels of white card using Chinese Red ink.

Stamp layer 2 across the panel with Grasshopper

and Spring Meadow inks. Stamp layer 3 onto the 

panels with Dry Pine Tree ink to add the holly 

outlines. Layer the panels onto larger pieces of 

red then gold mirror card. 

 

 

 

4 Attach the stamped panels onto the base

with foam pads, overlapping the panels, as shown.

� Die cut the poinsettias from red and gold 

metallic card. Layer the petals together and 

attach to the top-left of the base with foam pads.

Die cut three leaves from green metallic card and

tuck these under the poinsettias. Add a red gem

to the centre of each poinsettia, as shown.

� Stamp the ‘Christmas’ sentiment onto white 

card with Flagstone ink. Trim to measure 

66x26mm. Layer onto slightly larger pieces of red 

then gold mirror card. Attach to the base with 

foam pads. Add three red gems to the right-hand 

corner of the base, to finish.

Shopping list
Festive Holly background 

layering stamp, Chinese Red, 

Pine Tree, Spring Meadow 

and Grasshopper Harmony 

Quick Dry ink pads, 

Flagstone ink pad, Merry 

stamp and die set, Poinsettia 

Perfection Grande  

Poinsettia die 

From Crafter’s Companion

Die-cutting machine, white 

card, red, green and gold 

mirror card, gold glitter  

card, adhesive gems 

From your local craft shop

For stockists turn to p93

By Karen Foy

Stamp delightful designs with ease this Christmas 
using background stamps and coloured inks

Merry Christmas

Craft a background 

that really pops with 

layering stamps
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